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홍휠 *인 빈
 

}< *솜 혹움 

筆者는 本 論文에서 中 I휩統一에 대 한 中共 • 훌灣 며測의 政策的

立場을 /戰觀하고. 北京測의 統一戰略파 훌北測의 현ffi戰略을 分析하 

여 中固統一j흉程에서 決定的으로 作用하는 諸要素를 檢出， 앞으로의 

進展可能性 및 蓋然性을 評↑面함 o 로써 中固짧-에 관하여 但設的으 

로 展望하였다. 

먼저 現끊을 斷않하연. 北京測의 /續極的안 提議와 훌北測의 碩論한 

f巨否願度로 말미암아 固者團係、는 막다른 慶훌;야薦에 있는 것처 럽 透챔，된 

다 ·하더라도 이것은 오히려 慶훌을 打開해가는 한 測面이라고 分析된냐. 

마시 말하면 이것은 最近에 와서 훌훌方이 相한方에 대한 極限的인 

敵x'1用語 便用을 빼制하고， 相처方 住民의 #홉利增進올 위하여 援助-

훌北測윤 農業技術을，北京測은 鳳油를 提供-할 意思를 表示하고 

있다는 것이 더 重要한 事쫓로 指續될 수 있다는데 緣由한t:~. 

北京測의 鏡一戰略파 훌훌北測의 현rc;戰略을 훌l챙 • 分析해 볼 얘 , it 

京個u윤 앞으혹 훌灣에 대 하여 攻勢的안 또力파 柔和的인 說得늄-

핵 • 짧 빼策을 供行하여 題使할 것 이 며 훌홉測운 t홉꿇한 ffi 否속에 

서 政治的 훨攻율 試떠하리 라 보여진다. 

즉 北京測은 훌灣에 外交的孤立파 繹홈的 훌息을 企핍하는둥 政

治的EE力옳 加합과 더불어 統-戰顧式 攻뿔와 훌훌훌， 海 • 空軍 .믿는 

空輪特攻隊냐 水陸固用軍에 의한 흙웰， 金門島 및 馬組島에 대힌-

行動둥 랬硬한 攻勢的 方法파 ; 참話t몽求 l 經훔빼力 提示， 훌홉 

指홉흩에 대 한 政治的 保障， 憲法#制上의 讓步 둥 柔~的인 方法 풍 
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퍼面戰術을 i훌切히 配合하여 行使할 것무로 展望된다. 

반연 .剛은 頭鎭한 tê否속에 宣동面에서 훨攻을 試떠하면서 

協商의 도활權을 掌握 , 이 데 올로기 에 대 한 經흙짧展의 릅흉示 , 中共의 

처話 • 交流提議에 대 한 뼈縮性있 는 처þt、등 政治的 攻勢를 加할 

可能性비 보이고 g 그 外에 소위 Y 러시안카드 Y 와 核빼止戰略을 麗

使하면서 漸進的무로 適þt、해 나아갈 것 같다. 

“筆者는 이어서 中固統-에 있어 決定的인 要素로서 9 

1 ‘ 北京 -모스크바-臺北 三角 開係~ 2 . 北京-워 싱 턴 -臺北 三角開

係 3 • 正統性 問題， 4 .. 所調 Y 臺뽑、化 y 와 엽由中固의 安定性 9

5 ‘ 所調 11 5 部門 現代化 Y 와 中共의 安定性 r 6 ‘ 民族主·義 意講

둥을 換出하여 分析하였막 

특히 첫번째 要素中에 훌훌灣 ·蘇聯 |司盟可能性에 대하여는 이를 

詳細히 模討해볼 혜 그 훗現性이 심 히 否定的이 다. 즉 y 훌훌흉이 

蘇聯파 同盟할 可能性이 있을 경우에는 그 必要性이 없고 9 必要性 

이 생킬 경우에는 그 可能性이 없다，는 理由들을 .分明히 옳見할 

수 있 다. ( 6 가치 理 由 ) 

마음 휴來 問題의 展開에 있 어， 그 可能性 및 蓋然性을 評↑面해 

보고 統-可能한 方홉들올 例示해 보았막 즉 換出해낸 6 가지 要

素들의 進展可能性 빚 蓋然性들을 各各 細部的으로 覆想·評細하고 

나아가 據想可能한 統-方案률을 크게 3 가지로 1斗누어 分析을 가 

하였다. 

로
 

者는 가까운 함來에 展開될 諸樣相을 2 段階로.集約하 

여 램斷하였 t+， 
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第 l 段파홉눈 向後 5-10 年聞으로서 이 期 j해중에 

1 . 中共파 蘇聯間의 冷戰危隆性이 크다. 

2 • 中共파 美固間에는 微훌훌的 ql 開係가 維持된마. 

3. Æ統性 問題에 있어 北京파 훌北은 여천히 非훌빼的이닥. 

4 . 5 ~ 中共 9 훌홉은 각각 상당히 高度.의 安定율 維持한다. 

6 " 그러 냐 民族主義團情은 長期間의 分新 o 로 인하여 일단은 짧 

色한다는 前提下에， 

中共의 l포力파 y 一括풍結 V 에 의한 統一方式이 가장 F￥~되겠지만 

이것은 거의 不可能하다는데 層結하였막 

그러 냐 第 2 段階 즉 向後 10-20 年間에 

1 . 中共파 蘇聯間의 홉정係는 蘇聯의 훌훌6훌主훌훌로 危險한 ~願에 

듣닥. 

2 " 中共·美댈間도 公式的잎 同盟에까지는 이료지 뭇할 것이막 

3 ~ 正짧性 問題에 있어 北京과 훌北 요두가 훌￡끽&的이 다. 

4.5. 中共 • 훌灣 모두 큰 危機없이 高度의 安솔옳 維持한다. 

6 . 民族主義 慮情은 ~~O統-에 대 한 강한 希求로 마시 蘇生할 

것이라는 前提下어11 ,’ f 야. 

i990 年代에는 雙方 相효間의 調節율 通 하여 鏡-이 훗現될 수 

있다고 본닥. 

즉 向後 5 年 以內에는 統一이 不可能하다. 그러 냐 今世紀末맺에 

는 ~후n統一01 몇現될 可훌性이 극 히 크마고 본다. 아울러 蘇聯의 

塵張主훌훌i울求가 中固統一에 親처的안 훌%첼훌율 끼칠것 A로 보이므로 

4 에 대하여 보다 깊·운 冊究7} 행 해져야 판다고 본마. 
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1. I NTltODUC'!'ION 

This is a study to assess the possibilities and pro

babilities in the future development of China towards 

unification. Any assessment of this kind necessarily 

ìnvolves an element of subjective judgement; but a con

scientious effort is made to maintain the objective view 

。f an impartial obsèrver. What we ar는 concerned with in 

this paper is what are likely , or unlikely , to happen , not 

what should , or should not , be done. 

The unification -- or ’ reunification ’ as the term is 
‘ " 

used in En~lish publications fr、。m Peking -- of China became 

an issue thirty years ago with the establ ishment of the 

People ’ s Republic of China on the mainland and the retreat 

of the Government of the Republic of China to the province 

of Taiwan. In the earlier years , Peking repeatedly ~vowed 

t。 ’ liberate Taiwan ’ and Taipei repeatedly vowed to 

’counterattack agai nst the mainland‘’ In 1 958 , Peking 

started bombar、dment of Quemoy 값ld other offshore islands 

held by ROC forces. At first it was a serious attempt to 

take these islands as a preliminary step for attacking 

Taiwan itself; but the effort failed , and the intensive 

bombardment de-escalated to a ridiculous ’ bombardrnent only 

on odd-nurnber、 days on the calendar. ’ Even this soon stopped 

in practice , though not in theory; and it continued till 
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January " 1979 , as a symbolic state of war to signify 

that the civil war、 was still going on. 

As nothing could be accomplished in 'attempts to 

’ liberate ’ Taiwan by force , Peking gradually shifted its 

emphasis to calls for p~aceful unification. With the 

diplomatic breakthroughs in Kissinger ’ s 1971 visit t。

Peking , the takeover of "ROC ’ s UN seat in 1971 , and the 

Shanghai Comrnunique in 1972 , Peking ’ s position was drama~ 

tically strengthened , and the unification issue entered 

a new stage. Gradually , the militant slogan ’ counterattack 

against the mainland ’ disappeared in ROC propaganda; and 

gradually Peking stepped up its calls for a peaceful 

unification. While the process of ’normalization ’ between 

Peking and Washington moved along at a creeping pace , 

practical relations between PRC and the U.S. flourished. 

Taipei lingered over the hope that the status quo could be 

maintained indefinitely , that the diplomatic ties between 

ROC and the U.S. might not have to be formally severed. 

But this was not going to be the case. Inevitably , the 

axe fell; and the issue of unification was thrust int。

another new stage. 

In this study , we shall not dwell upon the developments 

in the past years , but rather concentrate on the possible 

developments in the future. We shall briefly review the 

current situation , analyze the potential approaζhes frorn 

Peking and the conceivable reactions from Taipei , then 

single out the decisive factors in the process of unifi-

cation , make assessments on possibilities and.probabilities 
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in the future , and draw a tentative conclusion for the 

prospects 02 the unïfication of China. 
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11. CUR요ENT S1TUAT10N 

On December 15 , 1978 , it was announced in Washington and ' 

Peking that formal diplomatic relationship between PRC and US 

would be established on January 1 , 1979. This brougnt an end 

to the long process of PRC-US 、 ’normalization ’ and the start 

。f a new chapter in the longer process leading towards the 

unification of China. Peking inunediately intensified its 

propaganda campaign directed to Taiwan , calling for peaceful 

The "Message to Compatriots in Taiwan'’ adopted by N.P.C. 

Standing Committee states: -

unification; and Taipei , as was to be expected , rejected 

these overtures. The current position of Peking may be 

represented by the "Message to Compatriots in Taiwan" 

adopted by the Standing Committee of the Fifth National 

People ’ s Congress at its Fifth Plenary S~ssion on Decernber 26 , 

1978 and published ~n January 1 , 1979; and the current 

position of Taipei may be represented by Prernier Sun Yun-

suan ’ s Address at the Opening Ceremony of the First National 

Development Seminar of 1979 , delivered on July 7 , 1979. The 

following are exerpts of key passages in these two doc~ments: 

A. Peking ’ s Proposal 

• Our state leaders have firmly declared that they will 

take present realities into account in accomplishing the 

great cause of reunifying the motherland and respect the 

status 인10 on Taiwan and the opinions of people in åll 

walks of life there and adopt reasonable policies and 

measures in settling the φ1estion of reunification so 

‘ r 
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as not to cause the people of Taiwan any losses •• 
We place hopes on the 17 million people on Taiwan 

and also the Taiwan authoritieso The Taiwan authorities 

have always taken a firm stand of one China and have 

been opposed t。 강1 indep.endent Taiwan. We have this 

stand ‘ in common and it is the basis for our co-operation .•. o 

We hope the Taiwan authorities will t r easure nationè ~ 

interests and make valuable contributions to the re
unification of the motherland. 

The Chinese Government has ordered the People ’ S 

Liberation Army to stop the bombardment of Jinmen 

(Quemoy) and other islands as from today. A state of 

mili tary confrontation between the two sides still 
exists along the Taiwan Straits. This can only .breed 
man-made tension. We hold that first of all this 
military confrontation should be ended through discussion 

between the Government of the People ’ s Republic of 
China and the Taiwan authorities so as to create the 
necessary prerequisites and a s ecure environment for the 

two sides to make contacts and exchanges in whatever area . 

.•. We hope that at an early date transportation and 

postal services between both sides will be established 

to make it easier for compatriots of both sides to have 

direct contact , write to each other , visit relatives 

and friends , exchange tours and visits and carry out 

academic , cultural , sports and technological interchanges . 

••• Construction is going ahead vigorously on the 

motherland and it is our wish that Taiwan also grows 

economically more prosperous. There is every reason 

for us to develop trade between us , each making up what 

the other lacks , and carry out economic exchanges . 

On the day this Message was published , Deng Xiao-ping 

talked at a meeting of the National Committee of the Chinese 

People ’ s Political Consultative Conference and said: "On 
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thi s day , the great task of re t urn i ng Ta i wan t o the mother

l and and accomp1ishing the unification of our nation is 

placed on a concrete timetab1e." 

B. Talpel ’ s Pos ition 

Premier Sun Yun-suan ’ s address on Ju1y 7 , 1979 states: -

F、。r the 1ast 30 years , the government and peop1e of the 
Repub1ic of China have endeavored to deve10p rreedom 
and democracy , provide progress and prosperity , and 

a ssure a 1ife of stabi1ity , peace and happiness. We 

have tried to make this a b1ueprint for reconstruct ion 

of the who1e COUr1try -- to present a unified new China 

。f wea1th , strength and 1iberty. Thanks to the hard 

work of our compatriots at home and the encouragement 

and support of the overseas Chinese , the Repub1ic of 

China has recorded outstanding achievements in p01itica1 , 
economic , socia1 and cu1tura1 undertakings. Our 

compatriots on the main1and have envied us for these 
achievements . 

~he question of nationa1 unification is the common 
concern of our peop1e at home and abroad . 1 have 

exp1ained our basic position in these words: "Þeace 
and unification has a1ways been the aspiration of a11 
the Chinese peop1e , but the unified country we seek is 

。ne which stands for wor1d peace. It is a country which 

has a democratic and constitutiona1 government serving 

the we1fare of the peop1e. It is one which adheres to 

the free enterprise system and guarantees human rights 

and the private ownership of property." 

Today , 1 regrettab1y must note t hat everything the 

Chinese Communists have done i n t he 1a s t 30 years runs 

counter to these princip1es . This means we must shou1der 

the great and heavy responsib i 1i ty of China ’ 5 unification 

and reconstruction. We do not s eek well-being today 

while neglecting that of the thousand years to come . 
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Nor are. we see~ing the well-being of the thousand years t。

come while neglecting today. We are thinking of both 
today arid the centuries to come. We are responsible not 
。nly to the Chinese of this generation but also to the 
generations of the future. We are responsible for the 
historical continuity of the Chinese nation. We cannot 

be content with our accomplishments of the moment but 
must continue to strive for complete success in our 
great endeavor of national unification. 

Premier Sun Yun-suan ’ s address says: " 1 have explained 

。ur basic position in these words: ’Peace and unification 

..• private ownership of property. ’" 1t implies that ’ these 

words ’ had beeñ published before; but it i s doubtful whether 

these exact words could be found in a previous publication. 

However , there was indeed a news release on January 12 , 1979 , 

reporting that Premier- Sun had given a talk on the subject , 

in which he said: -

• What we , the Chinese people , need is a World of Great 

Harmony of the traditional Chinese ideals , not a unification 
。f the style of The First Emperor of Chin Dynasty; what we 

need is a free and open horizon , not a cage in which people 

keep each other in surveill강lce; what we need is a modernized 

society in which people share wealth , not some backward 

communes in which people share poverty •••••• If the Chinese 

Communists dare to face reálity , they should immediately 

accept the clearly expressed wishes of the rnainland 

people: get rid of Marxist-Leninist ideology, give up 

\vorld Revolution , abolish Corrummist dictatorship , protect 

human rights and liberties , disband people ’ s communes 

and return people ’ s properties •••• Only when our corn-
patriots , living in the country or abroad , rally around 
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the Co'“rγr-까Jt\ent or the Republic of China , will i t be possible 

to re-e s tablish a strong and unified , free and democratic , 
progressive and p.rosperous New China. 

The wording is somewhat different from the 'address of 

July 7 , 1979; but the essenceis the same. 

Also of great irnportance is a statement by Dr. Lee 

Tsung-tao , Director of the Agricultural Developm@nt Cornmission 

。f the Executive Yuan. The United Daily in Taipei reported 

。n July 5 , 1979 an interview with Dr. Lee , in which he said: -

• Our agricultural development has won international 

acclaim. 1n the past thirty years we have p훌Jvided 

agricultural technology to many developing countries •• 

1f the Chinese Communists should decide to use Taiwan 

as a model for their program of agricultural modernization , 
we would be delighted to supply them , out of humanitarian 

considerations , with necessary t"echnological materials , 
because this would be helpful for the irnprovement of the 

living conditions of our compatriots on the mainland. 

President Chiang Ching-kuo himself has also spoken 

。ut on the Peking proposals for association between the 

mainland and Taiwan. On May 3 , 1979 , he gave an interview 

to Marsh Clark of TIME magazine; the following is a part 

。f the interview: -

Clark: "Do you think that in the foreseeable future 
there is any possibility for ROC to impr、。ve its relations 

with Communist China , any way for establishing some ties , 
such as trade and direct postal service?W 

President: "1 wish to call the attention of our friands 

to the fact that any ’contacts ’ 。r ’ t ies ’ would just be 
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the Co'，‘~ ' (""'!'U1\ent or the Republic of China , will it be possible 

to re-establish a strong and unified , free and democratic , 
progressive and p.rosperous New China. 

The wording is somewhat different from the 'address of 

July 7 , 1979; but the essence .is the same. 

Also of great importance is a statement by Dr. Lee 

Tsung-tao , Director of the Agricul tural Developm훌nt Commission 

。f the Executive Yuan. The United Daily in Taipei reported 

。n July 5 , 1979 an interview with Dr. Lee , in which he said: -

•• Our agricultural development has won international 

acclaim. In the past thirty years we have p흙:>vided 

agr、icultural technology to many developing countries ••.• 

If the Chinese Communists should decide to use Taiwan 

as a model for their program of agricultural modernization , 
we would be delighted to supply them , out of hurnanitarian 

considerations , with necessary technological materials , 
because this would be helpful for the improvement of the 

living conditions of our compatriots on the mainland. 

President Chiang Ching-kuo himself has also spoken 

。ut on the Peking proposals for association between the 

mainland and Taiwan. On May 3 , 1979 , he gave an interview 

to Marsh Clark of TIME magazine; the following is a part 

。f the interview: -

Clark: "Do you think that in the foreseeable future 
there is any possibility for ROC to irnprove its relations 

with Communist China , any way for establishing some ties , 
such as trade and direct postal service? ’ 

President: "1 wish to call the attention of our friands 

to the fact that any ’ contacts ’ 。r ’ ties ’ \Vould just be 
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a t o ol u s ed by the Chinese Communist s to undermine our 

psychological defens e s against Communi s m‘ Having under

s tood t heir aim , we cann앙t help thern i n their attempt 

to crack our defences." 

And President Chiang Ching-kuo made the fo l lowing 

remarks in a conversat ion with a cor~espondEnt of U • S. Ne \Vs 

& ~or].d Report , excerpt s of which , publi s hed i n t hat 

j ournal of J uly 23 , 1979 , r un as follo\l/s: 

On invasion from the mai nland , "It i s , of course , 
a possibility. Faced with i nternal and ext ernal pressures , 
t he Chinese Communist s wi l l use fair means or f oul to 

spread rumors of peace abroad whi l e the y t ry t o infiltrate 

and subvert us.... Their i ntent ion i s as plain as the nose 

on your face." 

On Peking ’ s propo s als fo r nonpolit i cal tie s with 
Taipei. "ln mainland China , people cannot buy food 

without coupons and canno t go anywhere without travel 

permits. They have no f reedom o f educat ion and no free 

choice of occupation. 1f the Chinese Co~ists deny 

such fundarnental fr딘edoms t o t heir own people , how can 

they’ have the OePfrontery to talk about communications 

and relations with the outside world~ They are sirnply 

being deceitful." 

On establishing closer r elations with the Sov i et 

Union. ‘ " Our basic pos i tion is to r ernain i n the dernocratic 

camp and never to corrummicate ri th any Communist country, 
including the Soviet Union , regardless of who takes the 

i nit i ative. Soviet Russia he l ped the Chi nese Cornmunists 

usurp the mainland . Havi ng been subj e c ted to the Communist 

scourge , the Republic of China will not be so naive as 

to accept the thesis t hat ’ an enemy 0 f an enemy i s a 

Eriend. ’” 
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Besídes , on August 2 , 1979 , the Centra1 News Agency of 

ROC reported that Presídent Chíang Ching-kuo had given 없 

íntervíew to a weekly publicatíon of Souch Afríca , ín whích 

he said: "Uníficatíon ís the corr:mon wish of the Chinese 

people; however , the unífícatíon of China must be based on 

th닌 foundation of freedom and democracy , and a11 ideo1ogíes 

and institutíons of despotic dictatorshíp 하ld co11ective 

eC1momy rnust be abolished. At the present time , the peop1e 

in China mainland ar.e s tri ving in this direction. In the 

foreseeable future , when the Chinese Communist regíme 

which is against human nature , hurnan rights , freedom and 

dε i llocr acy - - is eventually overthrown , the tmification of 

China wi11 natura11y follow." 

ζ A Chanqìng Deadlock 

$0 , these are the present positions of Peking and 

Ta 그 pei on the issue of unification. Peking is still 

beckoning , and Taipei is still standing firm with a 

stonewall posture. It is apparently a deadlock; but it is 

a changing deadlock. As compared wi th thirty years ago , 

twenty years ago , ten years ago , or even one year ago , the 

slulatlon is already quite .different. Peking no longer 

reJ ers to the ROC government in Taipei as ’Chiang bandi t s ’ 

。r ’Cl ti ang clique ’ i t is now ’ the Taiwan authorities. ’ 

Taj pe j η。 longer refers to the:PRC government as ’ Communist 

baY.l di t s r (though the term is not yet completely obsolete); 

l t lS now ’ the Chinese Communists. ’ ’ Liberation of Taiwan ’ 

and ’Counterattack against the Mainl강ld ’ are al so obsolescient 

s logans . Taipe i used to be adamant against the admission 
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。 f PRC as a member of the International Olympics Committee , 

but is n。ψ apparently prepared to accept the proposal t。

giye me~~ership to PRC along with the membership for ROC. 

What is of greater importance is the demonstrat1on 

。f a new willi‘ngness on both sides to help promote the 

welfare of the people on the other、 side . The N.P.C. 

Standing Committee wishes greater prosperity for Talwan; 

and Dr. Lee Tsung-tao wishes to help impr、。ve the 11vlng 

conditions of PRC people. Dr. Lee says ROC is prepared 

to offer agricultural technology to the mainland; and a 

Deputy Director of Agricultural programs Commission of 

PRC State Council said on September 26 , 1979 , at a news 

conference that the PRC government welcomed such exchange 
• 

, 。 f agric~ltural technology; besides , PRC Vice Premler 

Geng Biao says that Peking is prepared to sell oil t。

Taiwan. All these are of .course quite inconceivable 

。ne year ago. 

* Fol1owing this response from Peking , a ROC Foreign Hinistry 

spokesm휠1 sai d in T aipei that Dr. Le e had been ’misquoted ’ ; 

but Dr. Lee himself said ’no co따nent ’ .to questions of re

porters on this. 
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11I. POTENT1AL STRATEGIES OF PEIING 

A. Of fensi ve Pressures 

1t is a common view that Peking does not have , and wìll 

not have in the foreseeable future , 'the military capacity t。

invade and occupy Taiwan. 1n a super ficial sense , this view 

is essentially correct. But it does not mean that Peking 

will never possess this capacity; nor does it mean that Peking 

does not have the capacity to exert increasingly severe 

pressures against ROC that could conceivably bring it to its 

knees without resorting to the ultimate action of a full-

fledged invasion. 

。!fensive pressures that Peking could exert against 

Taiwan include the following steps , some of which are in 

progress , while others are held in reserve due to various 

considerations. 

1. Diplomati~ i~olati。n. The effort to isolate ROC 

started long ago , and attained breakthroughs with the UN 

seat-change in 1971 , the Nixon/Tanaka visits in 1972 , and 

the establishment of forrnal relations with Japan , and the 

United States and m려ly other countries in the following 

years. By now , ROC i9 recognized by only 21 countries , 

nearly all inconsequential small countries. This trend is 

continuing to develop , and it is not irnpossible that Peking 

wil1 eventually force ROC into a state of complete isolation 

and orphanization , so far as forrnal diplornatic relatÏons 

are concerned. 
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ROC authorities console their suppurters that ROC still 

enjoy ~ubstantial economic relationshíp wltn about 100 

countrìes. But it should be realized that such relations 

exist only on the sufference of peking . It is true that 

Pek i ng is not yet capable of forcing countries that recognize 

PRC to cut their economic ties with Taiwan , which is a main 

reason why such ties are being tolerated by Peking. But one 

must not assume that Peking will never be in a position t。

cause these countries to reduce or even to cut off their 

economic ties with Taiwan. 

2 . United-front harassmen~. Peking has intensified 

its psychological warfare against ROC. With sweet smiles 

and magnanimous words , Peking makes appeals for peaceful 

unification . While no favorable response is expected from 

KMT , at least not in the present stage , this approach is 

designed to put KMT on the defensive , to erode the anti-

Communist resolve of the Taiwan people , to soften opponents 

in the United States , to gain support in i nternational 

public opinion , and to lay the foundation for the justifi

cation of a later switch to belligerency against ROC. 

More subtle tactics could be adopted in this psychologica 

game , e.g. arousing the confrontation between Taiwanese and 

Mainlanders in Taiwan , playing KMT liberals against KMT old 

guards , demoralizing ROC armed forces which are composed 

largely of Taiwanese youths , and enlisting the support of 

。verseas Chinese intellectuals to create pressure on KMT t。

negotiate for peaceful unification. 
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3. p。litical pressure~. When circums tances ripen , 

Peki ng could change to a hard line . In s tead of amiable over

tures , i t could assume a stringent voice to demand ROC 

authori t ies to come to the negotiation table; i t could 

p~rsuade the Un ited States and o t her countries t ha t retain 

some infl uence over Taiwan t o giv e KMT friend ly advice to 

yleld; i t could demand the United States and other countrie s 

to stop supplying ROC with arms , and even to stop economic 

relations with Tai wan wh ich is , as everyone says , just a 

provi nce of China; it could call upon the Taiwan ese people 

t o ri~e against the KMT leaders f r om the mainland; it cculd 

appoint a "Provi sional Taiwan Provincial Government " and 

ffiake a military buildup on the western side of the Taiwan 

Stral t s. 

4. Economic suffocati。n. A heavier blow could be 

dealt when and if Peking takes steps to strangle the 

econo my of Taiwan. Threatening gestures would be enough 

to s care away foreign investment and to cause an exodus of 

local capi tal anrJ 1.ocal people. Declaring a sort of civil 

war against an intrans igent and illegal provincial govern

ment , Peking could announce a blockade for the area . All 

s hips and airplanes going to Taiwan would be required to 

get clearance frorn Peking , or run the risk of being sunk or 

shot down by the PLA. Foreign countries can hardly challenge 

Peking ’ s legal rights for such a blockade , which can become 

increasingly effective , especially if Peking takes sorne 

actions to show that it means business~ The effect on 
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Taiwan economy and Taiwan society would be severe . 

5 . Action agains~_Quemoy and Matsu. These vulnerable 

islands could be attacked , to pave the way for military actions 

against Taiwan Island , and to induce ROC forces to come out 

and fight in areas nearer PLA bases . The United States stood 

beh i nd ROC during Pek i ng ’ s 1958 offensive against Quemoy , 

but not again. 

6 . 1nfiltration and air-borne attack . Propaganda 

materials , safe-conduct for deserters , counterfeit Taiwan 

banknotes could be dropped on Taiwan by airplanes or balloons. 

Even some small flrearms cou _‘ oe dropped , calling upon the 

people who pick them up to use the arms against ROC security 

forces. Spies and commandos could be sent by submarines and 

parachutes. 

7. Naval and air raids. Submarines and torpedo boats 

could be used to attack ROC navy and commercial ships. 

Strongly concentrated contingents of air force could be 

dispatched to penetrate Taiwan ’ s air defence at weaker 

points. Ground-to-ground missiles could be fired to destroy 

important military installations . 

8. Amphibian landing and invasi。n . With the accumulativ‘ 
effects of the above steps brought to a climax , with panic and 

demoralisation widespread in a besieged Taiwan , Peking maγ not 

have to take this final step; if it has to , it could be within 

its military capacity under those circumstances. 
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B. Appeasing Inducements 

Ap art from the hard-line described above , Peking could 

adopt a soft-line , offering various appealing terms to induce 

ROC leade r s t o consider testing the road of a negotiated peacε 

fu l unifica t ion. Such an approach would have some attraction , 

bec au sε i t could exploit the sent i ments of patriotism and 

nat iona l ism , and it could offer to spare Taiwan from the 

potent ia l di saster of the hard- li ne. The specific offers 

would be , or could be , in the following four categories. 

1 . Establishment of communications. This includes 

direct po st a l connect ion , exchange of civilian and official 

visits , exchange of cultural delegations , and other offers 

made in the open letter of the PRC National People ’ s Congress 

Standing Committee on January 1 , 1979 . 

2 . Economic cooperation. This would include direct 

trade , the offer、 t o supply Taiwan wi th crude oil , .the 

exchange of technology and economic delegations , the promise 

to graduall y increase imports fr、。m Taiwan and to assist Taiwan 

i n expanding its foreign markets. And there is the implicit 

advantage fo r Taiwan to spend less in military expenditure . 

3 . p。 litical assurance . This would include the 

guarantee not to impose a new government ì n Talwan , not t。

throw ou t any KMT leaders , not to disband or reorganize the 

ROC army , not to change the economic and soc i al structure of 

Taiwan , or to lower the standard of living of the people. And 

there woul d be a fairly generous offer for the personal 

posit ion of Chiang Ching-kuo. A rninirnurn offer would be a 
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Vice-chairmanship on the Standing Cornmittee of the PRC 

National People ’ s Congre s s. Peki ng may revive the position 

ζ f ” State Chairmar1Fhip , ” and pr。rr1.i se t。 nc,minat e ChiaYlg CFi11 인

f: 1) C a ~ L j 1 e " v i c e C }rj èιrma~ " or even t he "Chai rman of t he St atE." 

~ . cc,ns t iτ~ticna~ concession~. It is improbable , but 

no t l nconceivable t h at Peking woul d offer to r evise t h e PRC 

。ns t l t ut lon so a s to make peaceful unifi c ation more palatabl e 

for ROC leaders . It could offer t o a dopt a new nationa l f lag l 

a new national an t hem , even a new national name . It mi ght 

강ccept "The Republic ‘_lf China" as an ‘’ abbrevi ated for m" of 

"The People ’ s Republ ic o f Chi n a ," or even t o agree t 。

" abbreviate" t he e xis t i ng name o f "The Peopl e ’ s Republic of 

China" into " The Republ i c of China" which , it may be said , 

was proposed by Dr . Sun Yat-sen to whom CCP has kept its 

respect . 

At the ideological level , Peking could agree not to mentior 

explic i tly the terms of "Communism" and "The Communist party of 

Chlna" in the new Constitution of a unified nation . 

On the status of Taiwan , Peking could agree to grant it 

the status of a fully autonomous region , or a dominion; and 

it could offer to reorganize the structure of a unified nation 

i nto a federation or a confederation. 

C. C。mbination of Soft and Hard Lines 

1n the future strategy for national unification , it is 

conceivabl~ that Peking would depend primarily upon the hard-
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line of o Ffensive pressures , using appeas i ng inducements only as ‘ 

occaslonal psychological \Veapons -- a vel vet glove to cover the 

iron fis t. It is also conceivable that Peking would depend 

primari l y upon the soft-line oF appeasing i nducements , keeping 

i ts capabi 1 i ty to exert of Fensi ve pressures in the background 

as a potential threat , but refraining from brandishing this 

c apac i ty. It is more probable that the hard-line and the soft-

line wil l be used in combination , or more-or-less in al ternation , 

dependi ng on the requirements i n various st ages . 

How the "carrot" and the "stick" are to be used will be 

l arg e l y determined by the .factors to be analysed in Section V. 
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IV. CONCEIVALBE REACTIONS FROM TAIPEI 

While T~ipei is generally put on the defensive , its 

reactions do not ~ecessa~ily have all to be defensive i n 

nat~e. In fact , there is much that Taipei could do to take 

advantage of Peking ’ s various approaches and to launch counter-

offensives. The conceivable reactions from Taipei include 

the following strategies . 

A. StoneWàll Rejectlon 

The initial reaction of Taipei to Peking ’ s new overtures 

of peaceful unification can onl y be a categorical rejection. 

"Hell , no! We won ’ t go !" is t he natural and inevitable reply. 

The long-established policy of no-negotiation-with-Communists 

is reconfirmed; promises to recover the mainland and unify the 

whole nation under ROC regime are reiterated. The new PRC 

administration under Deng Xiao-ping is denounced as simply 

another phase of the CCP tyranny , and the Peking proposals 

dismissed as merely united-front tactics. 

Such a rejection is necessary of course , for the sake of 

assuaging anxieti es in Taiwan and preventing confusion in KMT. 

But the KMT leaders probably real ize that the "New New-China" 

under Deng is essentially different from the "New China" 

under Mao , that the Peking overtures this time will not fade 

away like previous times , and that a stonewall rejection will 

not be sufficient to ensure the status quo of Taiwan indefinite ‘ 
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B. Propaganda Countermeasures 

In addition to denouncing the new peking regime and 

di screditing its peace-offensive , Taipei has undertaken some 

propaganda counter-measures , which lt had not bothered to do 

i n previous years . These have i ncluded notably Premier Sun 

Yun-hsuen ’ s statement of the terms for acceptable unification 

a nd Dr. Le e Tsung-tao ’ s publ i c offe r of agricultural technology 

to PRC. This is a positive react ion. An d i t has profound 

meaning , because it could change in i ts natur e , from mere 

propaganda countermeasures into really mean i ngful political 

counter- offensives. 

c . Political Counteroffensives 

It is likely that most members in the KMT leadership 

would want to stop at the present e xtent of propaganda counter-

measures , and do not dare to venture further with potentially 

dangerous political counteroffensives. But quitely possibly 

many f ar-sighted leaders are realizing that it is not enough 

to blunt the edge of Peking ’ s unification drive , that sooner 

or later KMT will have to come to grips i n a political struggle 

against CCP which KMT has shunted for decades , and that , for 

t he s ake of the survival of KMT and ROC , an active and offensive 

s trategy , though risky , is absolutely necessary. To remain 

passively on the defensive would definitely lead to ultimat e 

defeat and disaster . The ostrich that buries its head in the 

sand cannot survive the attacking enemy. 

KMT has stressed repeatedly i n past l ong years that the 
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task of counterattacki ng the CCP a nd recover i ng the mainland 

would be . "thirtý percent mi litary and s eventy percent politic al 

Thi s has bee n es s ent ial l y a slogan to disguise ROC ’ s embarras s Ìl 

i nab i lity to do much i n t he mil i tary f i e ld. Little has really 

b e en done i n t he f i eld of po lit i c al count erat t ack , apart from 

the efforts to build up a more l i beral and prosperous Taiwan , 

to be held up in contrast against the political oppression 

and economical backwardness in mainland China. Now , with the 

。vertures of peaceful unificat i on from Peking -- which can be 

expected to intensify rather than f ade away in coming years --

there is a challenging opportunity for Taipei to really engage 

i tself in that "seventy percent of political counterattack" 

promised in its slogan , not only for the sake of maintaining 

the status quo , but also as a serious attempt to bring about 

political revolution ‘in mainland China , and to fulfill its 

long-cherished dream of unifying the nation under ROC rule , 

or under a new political framework congeni al to the Three 

Principles of the People. 

Conceivably , Taipei could take three basic approaches 

in such political counteroffensives. 

1. To take the i nitiat i ve in organiz i ng negotiations. 

Instead of avoiding the negotiat i on-table as i f it were a 

burning ~tove ， and instead of going to t he table on Peking ’ s 

terms like a defeated general be i ng summoned by the vict or , 

Taipei could take a posit i ve and a c tive approach to this 

problem, by taki ng the ini t iat i ve in organi 끼 ing negoti atlons . 

KMT leaders probably r e al ize t hat negotiation i s a ma j or fo rm 
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of political struggle , that it s past defeats sufÎered in the 

negotiations with CCP are not è good r eason for refusing t 。

engage i n such struggle agai n ( jus t as a g eneral cannot jus t i f y 

his r efu s al to go to the batt lef ield wi t h the reason that h e 

was defe ated th~re) ， and th a t i t is nonsen se t o say one cannot 

nego tiate with CCP because they are not trustworthy (if so , 
on e can scarcely negotiate with anybody). 

Onc e KMT overcomes thi s psychological barrier , it could 

bol dly and confidently c al l f or a series of open negotiations , 

pr obably in the form of a new Chinese People ’ s Poli tical 

Consultative Conference (or a similar name) , to be held 

alternately in Taipei and Peking , and to be attended by 

representatives from a wide spectrum of influential groups , 

perhaps something like the following: 

a . KMT delegates - 20% 

b. CCP delegates - 20% 

c . Delegates of other political parties in ROC - 10% 

d . Delegates of other political parties in PRC - 10% 

e . Non-partisan leaders in Taiwan - 10% 

f . Non-partisan leaders in Mainland - 10% 

g . Overseas Chinese intellectuals invited by KMT - 10% 

h . Overseas Chinèse intel1ectuals invited by CCP - 10% 

Such a composition wou l d r e sul t in a sort of fifty-fifty 

div ision of a pro-CCP group and a pr o-KMT group; but the former 

would be s peaking and voting i n uni증on ， while the latter would 

bε les s tightly control1ed. To prevent the Conference from 

b e i ng dominated by pro-CCP v ot es , Tai p ei could make it a pre

c onditi on t hat resolut ions could only pass with a two-thirds v ot e . 
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2 . To focus negoti9 tions on ideologies and accomplishments . 

Wh ile peking"would probably try to focu s t he negotiations on 

po 1 ì t.ìc al barg aìning over t he ques t i on of how Tai wan i s to be 

integrat ed into a unified nation , the pro- Klπ， delegates could 

ìnsist on issu e s oE principle: human r i ght s; the fallacy of 

Communism; the right and wrong ways for economic reconstruction , 

etc . And , equally import ant , they could make a systematic 

comparative review of t he accomplishments i n PRC and in ROC 

in the past thirty y ears : degrees oE poli tical freedom and 

stability ; rates oE economic growth; levels of educational 

and cultural advancement; difEerences in standards oE living , 

etc . In short , pro-KMT delegates could make it a strong plat

form to criticise the past perEormance of CCP and its present 

wrong " policies , to publicize the accomplishments oE ROC , t。

put CCP on trial in the eyes of the Chinese people , to cultivate 

pro-KMT sentiments in mainland China and to arouse the mainland 

people against CCP . 

3 . T。 allow communications and exchange between PRC and RO( 

In the meantime , Taipei could accept , with courage and confidenc r 

Peking ’ s proposals for direct communications , exchanges and trad. 

between PRC and ROC . Taipei might realize that there is really 

nothing to be afraid of from such exchanges , that there is 

great advantage in allowing t he mainland people (civilians 

as well as PRC officials) to come and see for themselves how 

Taiwan is prospering , and in allowing some Taiwan people t。

go and see how people i n PRC are suffe:.:'ing . It might also 

realize that economic cooperat ion wi th PRC could benefit 
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Taiwan more than it could benefít PRC , and that such cooperation 

is conducive to eventual liberation or liberalization oF PRC. 

Certai nly there are inherent risks involved in such 

polit i cal c ounteroffensives; but , Taipei might come to the 

c onclus i on that not to take such measures would involve much 

graver risks , and that attack is the best defence . 

D. Gradual Accommodation 

This is the passive way of reaction based on indecision 

and lack of insight . Resistance against the strategy of 

political counteroffensives would remain strong in the KMT 

leadership , so str、。ng that it rnight prevent the Dπ、 from 

making any meaningful response to the increasing pressures 

from Peking , 라ld Taipei could be compelled to yield grad1ially , 

going step by step to ultimate defeat. 

As a matter of fact , in recent years Taipei has already 

taken "a few steps away from its original rnilitant position 

agai nst CCP. The term of "Communist bandits" is no longer 

used i nvariably in references to PRC or CCP. Co-existence in 

the Int e rnat i onal Olympic Games i s no longer unacceptable. 

Thé potential invasion of PRC against Taiwan is denounced as 

" a gq r e s sion ," a term usually used for foreign enernies. Agri

cultural technology is offered to promote the living standard 

。 f mainland people. 

The offer of agricultural t echnology is particularly 

no t eworthy , because it implies cle arly a willingness to give 

assis tance to some phases of the Four Mo dernisations of PRC , 

t o tolerat e a s t ablilized new regime in the main land , and to 
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go into some sort of economic cooperation with Peking. 

However , Taipei i s evidently reluctant to go further along 

this road , and is inclined to adopt a passive attitude of wait

and-see , still hoping that somehow something would happen in 

PRC , sö that ROC would be spared from intolerable pres$ures. 

from Peking. 

This is of course not impossible. But , Chairman Mao i s 

dead , and Taipei can no longer depend upon him to do something 

to disrupt the PRC regime as he frequently did. And USSR 

cannot be depended upon forever to pose a threat against PRC 

so that Peking cannot shift its attention to a solution of 

the Taiwan Problem. 1t is conceivable that a certain level 

of reconciliation between Moscow and Peking is reached , s。

that Peking can gradually exert offensive pressures against 

ROC as outlined in Section 111. 1f Taipei is not prepared 

to take active political counterattacks , it would have no 

alter、native but to try its best to cope with such pressures 

as they come. This would be a most humiliating and dis

tressful process. Taipei would have to go meekly to the 

negotiation table , struggling helplessly , to accept surrender 

terms dictated by CCP. Or , as an alternative to gradual 

accommodation and eventual surrender , ROC could resist defiantly 

and futilely , fighting desperately every inch of the way 

leading to final collapse , causing a lot of destruction along 

the way • 

• The "Russian Card" 

There has been much speculation on the possibility of the 
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"Russian Card" being played by Taipei , as a countermeasure 

against Peking ’ s pressure. Whíle it is possibly desirable 

。r Taipei to appear to keep this option open , it is not 

r eally very possible for Taipei to establish a sort of special 

re lationship with USSR under present and future circumstances. 

( F’or an analysis of this issue , see Section V. ) Nevertheless , 

lt lS a conceivable reaction that should not be neglected . 

r . Nuclear Deterrant 

There has also been speculation that ROC may "go nuclear , " 

so as to possess a formidable deterr ant a gainst pntential PRC 

military pressures . Taipei has repeatedly denied that ROC is 

go ing to do this . The denial i s creditable. 

It is true that ROC has the capability to go nuclear , on 

the same l evel as Israel . But Israel is confronted with foreign 

enemie s with no nuclear armament; ROC is confronted with a hostile 

force of the same nationality , and armed with alre~dy quite advanced 

nuclear armament . This makes all t he difference . No one can 

seriously consider using atomic bombs in a civil war; and no one 

would seriously consider using atomic bombs first against an 

enemy equipped wi th superior nuclear armament . It is practi-

cally certain that Peking would never use nuclear weapons against 

Taiwan under any circumstances , whether ROC has nuclear weapons 

o r not; so it is also pract ieally certain that Taipei could 

never use such weapons under any circumstances. Thus , KMT 

leaders would definitely know there is no need , and no advantage , 

in possessing such weapons , even though the idea must have been 

contemplated again and again . 
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v. DECISlVE FACTORS FOR UN!FICATION 

Among the various factors that influence the prospects 

。 f unification.of China , the following are the most decisive 

。nes: the Peking-Moscow-Taipei triangle , the Peking-

Washinσton-Taipei triangle , the "Five Modernisations" and 

PRC stability , the "Taiwanization" and ROC stability , the 

issue of orthodoxy , and the sentiment of nationalism. 

A. Peking-Mos cow-Taipei Triangle 

This is by far the most dominant factor regarding the 

future developnent of Peking ’ s strategies for unification. 

While it is a triangle , we need only examine its two sides : 

the Peking-Moscow relat ionship and the possibility of a 

Mo scow-Taipei linkage , because the third side -- the Peking

Taipei relationship is exactly the issue of unification on 

which we are trying to find an answer. 

1 . Moscow-Taipei linkage. There was this surprising 

visi t of Victor Louis to Taipei in 1968; there we I1e rumors about 

ROC officials meeting Russian officials in Eastern Europe; 

there was the pr、。vocative statement by former ROC Foreign 

Minister Chou Shu-kai that "the enemy of our enemy could be 

our friend"; and there was the tantalizing comrnent in June 1976 , 

by Chen Yu-ching (then Director of Overseas programs of KMT 

Central Commi ttee) that " the strategic posi tion of Taiwan

Pascadores-Quemoy-Matsu has absolute importance in the U.S.-

Russian struggle for sea power , thus the United States will 

never cut off diplomatic ties with ROC government and give up 
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her rights to utilize these all-important bases ." Chen ’ s 

remark might be interpreted as a hint that , onc~ the United 

States cut off diplomatic ties wi th ROC , the right to utilize 

those bases could be switched over to the Russians . Now that 

the ties have inde 으d been cut off , is such a switch a real 

possibili ty? 

Wh ile the publicly- stated position of ROC government is 

that no linkage with Moscow is contemplated , it is likely 

that Taipei would want people , especially leaders in Peking 

and Washington , to feel some uncertainty about this apparently

logical possibility . According to a senior American expert 

on China affairs , when President Ford and Secretary Kissinger 

visited Peking in 1975 , Kissinger wanted to push forward towards 

formal diplomatic ties , but Peking cautioned that the matter 

must not be rushed , lest Taipei be provoked into a linkage with 

Moscow . If this report is reliable , it shows that Peking did 

have apprehensions for a Moscow-Taipei linkage . 

However , while Taipei might want people to think that it 

has a "Russian Card" up in its sleeves , this option is actually 

only illusory . The Russian Card does not exist. This 

seemingly-shaky conclusion is based upon the following 

deductive reasoning: 

Premlse 1 When Taipei does not feel seriously threatened 

by PRC military pressure , it would not allow Russian bases ln 

Talwan area . 

Prem1. se 2: When Peking does not have a sort of d~tente with 

Moscow , it cannot pose serious militarf threat against Talwan . 
. 
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Premise 3: When Moscow reaches a sort of detentewith 

Peking , .i t cannot engage itself in mi litary bases in Taiwan. 

c。nclusion: When Taipei has the "possibility of linkage 

with Moscow," it does not have the "need for a linkage with 

Moscow"; but when Taipei has the "need for a linkage with 

Moscow ," it will not have the "possibility of a linkage 

wi th Moscow." 

It could be argued that Taipei might try to solve this 

dilemma by pre-emptive action , i.e . to establish (or at least 

attempt to establish ) the linkage with Moscow before the need 

actually ari ses , when the possibility still exists . But this 

argument cannot stand , for the following reasons: 

Reason 1: Generallismo Chiang wrote a book Soviet Russia 

ln China , condemning Russ ian aggressions agains t China , and 

st rongly admonishing against the dangers of any f uture linkage 

wi th Moscow. KMT leaders can ignore this legacy only when it 

is commonly recognized that such a linkage is i ndeed needed as 

an absolutely necessary last- resort for ROC survival . It cannot 

be attempted when the situation is not desperate enough. 

Reason 2: If Taipei does not set up a Moscow-linkage , 

Peking would adopt a relaxéd military posture against ROC , and 

would not attempt to solve the Taiwan issue before it diffuses 

the mili tary danger from the north . On the other hand , if 

Taipei does succeed in setting up such a linkage and allow 

Russians to þuild bases in Taiwan area , Peking would be 

enraged and alarmed , and would try to solve the Taiwan issue 

before it diffuses the threat from the north . Thus , such a 

linkage would only serve to intensify Peking ’ s menace against 
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T~l p E= l prematurely; it would c reate dang e r i nst ead o f di πi ζ :Ek.; n 3 

‘l L • 

λea son J : By the same token , 1~osco"JI "J/0uld no t "μarl t t ':) 

Y‘ a 、/탄 ~ a ses i n 'I‘a l";;an ‘'.;:h en â m21 jor ’μ ar aga i r, st PP.C is [,ot ye칸 

• '.'11ηl" fJ.:nt ， bec aus e s uc b Russ i a n tãSε:; μ。uld preci pi tate ac ‘J. t E: 

( 'r.l nÍY0[. ta tìon aga i n st PRC on 21:1 fY '.J[, ts , and .μould d estroy 

FIc:pt딘 ct s r..J f any deten te .μ ì t h PEÌ< lng . 

Reason 4 : Mosco~ woul d probably desire naval supp 1y -

‘ 섬 S E-'.; on the i s l and of Ta i'waYl; t his νould be useful for its 

’‘)peYé t ions i n South Pac i f ic and l ndi ã Oce an . But suct bεSE S 

;/ 0 1.) J r] h aVE l ittl e vã l uE for t he defencE of Ta i wan against PLJ.lO 

T a • pel mi ght desire the Russ i an s t 。 se t u p naval and èir bases 

0 n t h ~ Pascadores , as a defensivE screen f or Taiwan ; but SUC}l 

b a ses .νould be hard to stand up on t he i r own in case 。 f PLA 

at tack , and the Russians probably .νou l d n o t .μan t . t 0 t ry i t . 

Reason 5 : Taipei has scarcely any trust in Russians . 

Indeed , when it has been proven that even the Americans 

c ann ot be trusted , how can KMT trust the notorious Russians? 

Ta i pei probably does not even dare to make tentative approaches 

to Moscow , because the Russians could eas ily leak the secret 

。verture s at some time to gain favors in Peking . Even if a 

Mo s c ow-Taipei linkage is set up , Moscow could stil1 betray 

'l' a i pei any time for the sake of normal i zation with Peking . 

Even if USSR and ROC should collaborate in a war against PRC , 

and KMT succeed to r eestablish its rule in the mainland , it 

would be impossible to drive the Russi없lS out of China . 
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Reason 6: The las t but n o t t he lea s t r eason against any 

KMT att empt to se t up a Moscow- linkage is t hat the KMT ha s a 

st r ong sen t i ment of nati onalism . It was al l r ight for ROC to 

seek ~ Amer ic an pro t ection , bec a use the Uni t e d States is 

regarded as a non-aggressi ve super-power and a historical 

f r i end of Ch i n a . But t he Ru ssi ans def i n i tely are not so 

regarded. KMT would probably prefer t ota l defeat , rather than 

g oing down in hist ory as a tr e asonous party selling its soul 

to the dev i l for t he sake of ignomi niou s s urvival . 

2. M。 scow-Pck i n g r e lationshi p. There have been two crucial 

f actors that have preve nt ed Peking to conc e ntrate its attention 

t o t he " 1 i berat i on of Ta i wan": the intra-Party struggle and 

the confrontation against Sov i et Ru s sia; and the latter out

weighs the former. It wa s reported a few years ago that a 

tipsy Russian di plomat s aid to an ^merican official at a 

cocktai 1 party in Europe: "You think i t is the Uni ted States 

that has prot e cted Ta i wan from being attacked by Peking? 

Hell! How many troops you have in Taiwan? Without the half-

a-million Soviet troops along the Si berian border , Peking 

would have taken Taiwan long ago!" There is much truth in 

that bl unt remark. 

The Soviet military build-up along the border started t。

intensify with the Chen-pao Island conflict in March 1969. 

The deployment of such a large army is not intended for 

defence , because it is inconceivable that Peking would want 

to invade Siberia under any circumstances. There is n。

possible advantage in such a move. 50 the Soviet army is there 
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so lely for offensive purposes . It is meant as an ins trument 

。 f political pressure; and , more important , it is held in 

readiness just in case Moscow decides to venture a major 

war agalnst PRC . 

here must have been many tìmes in the past ten years that 

Moscow was tempted t o take t he plunge; but , for various 

rea s ons , i t has refrained i t self . Militarily , it was not 

i mpossìbl e f or the Soviet army t o overwhelm the PLA and 

invade Northwest China , Northeast China , as well as North China; 

bu t t o conquer the whole vast country of China was probably 

beyond its capacity . And the task of occupation would be 

ten times more difficult than the task of conquest . If only 

large parts of Chìna are occupied , the continued war against 

the unoccupied part , combined with strong resistance in the 

occupied-area , could bog down the Sovie t army , in a similar 

way as llfhat happened to the J apanese invaders forty years ago . 

~f the Soviet army manages to conquer the whole country of 

Chlna , the size of the occupati on force needed to hold down 

peopl e ’ s resist ance and admin i ster such a large country would 

be too large to be practicable. 

It was , and still is , possible for the Soviet army t。

achieve somewhat limited object ives , s uch as the occupation 

of Sinkiang and/or parts of Manchuria . Bu t the advantages 

woul d also be rather limited. Such moves cannot destroy the 

CCP regime; and , while they might we aken PRC strength i n some 

tangible ways , they woul d , on the other hand , strongly 

consolidate the position of CCP in China , rally the Chinese 
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people around CCP in the holy c ause of driving out foreign 

invåders , arouse world opinion ag ainst USSR , jeopardize detente 

with the Dnited States , weaken Soviet control in East Europe , 

and even create troubles in USSR itself and in the Soviet 

léader ship . 

Having hesitated and dilly-dallied for ten long years , 

Moscow is now faced with four additional factors unfavorable 

for any major military venture in China: 1. the appearance 

。 f a new order under Deng Xiao- ping; 2 . the increasingly 

creditable PRC nuclear deterrant; 3 . the new Peking

Washingt on friendship; and 4 . the old-age and poor-health 

。 f Moscow leaders . 

There is another change in the si tuation that makes it 

less impelling for Moscow to make war agai nst PRC: the 

nature of Peking ’ s propaganda attacks against Mo scow has 

changed . In the 1960 ’ s , i t was essenti ally an ideolog i c al 

offensive waged by CCP against the Soviet Communist Party , 

charging it with betrayal of Marxism-Leninj.sm and attempting 

to wrest the spiritual leadership of the international 

Communist movement from the grasp of Moscow. CCP was on the 

attack ; and the Soviet Communist Party found itself hard. 

pressed to stand this ideologica l onslaught , so that there 

was an acute need to remove this menace from Peking , either 

by destroying CCP , or by forcing it to shut up. In the 

recent years , while Peking has remained the most militant 

voice against Moscow, it is no longer an ideological challenge 

from CC P against the Soviet Communist party , but has becorne 
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a conventional non-ideologica1 condemnation from PRC agalnst 

the exp없lsion of USSR . Such a change makes Peking a far less 

dangerous enemy; for such condemnations are , instead of being 

offensive in nature , merel y common- sense defensive alarm-call s 

。 f people under threat . It is not an intolerable voice . Even 

if Peking does not make such alarm- calls , some other country 

might make similar no ises . So there is no imperative reason 

to "solve the Peking problem ." 

Therefore , Moscow mus t have gradually modified i ts view 

on Peking. PRC is no longer a menace , but merely another、

player in the traditional game of balance- of-power . There is 

always room for another player in the game , and there is always 

the possibility that this player be played against another , 

just like Prance may be played against the United States . It 

is of course not immediately possible for Moscow to re-establ ish 

anything li ke friendship with Peking; but i t is no longer 

unthinkable , and it is no longer undesirable . Any step in this 

di rection would strengthen Moscow ’ s posi tion in the inter-

national scene; and , if somehow some sort of alliance could 

be re-established between Moscow and Peking , the road to 

World Revolution would be greatly brightened . 

From the viewpoint of Peking , detente with Moscow would 

also clearly offer many advantages . The removal of danger 

from military attacks would enable Peking to spend its limited 

resources on economic reconstruction and to deal with the 

Taiwan issue; 강ld it would eventually allow Peking to develop 

its own expansionism in Southeast Asia . But Peking has stood 

fi rm in its anti-Soviet st없d . The reason is simple. Peki ng 
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lS genuìnely alarmed at the prospects of the success of Soviet 

expansibnism. Peking is not even certain that it can be pre

vented with a determined alliance of PRC-USA-Japan-West Europe; 

and feels certain that , if PRC accepts a detente with Moscow 

for the sake of immediate advantages , it wpuld help the 

Russians along their way to world conquest. It is true that 

Peking might jump on the wagon and become , as it tried to d。

thirty years ago , a partner in this victorious march. But , 

Peking has no difficulty in visualizing the position of PRC 

after the march is completed and the conquest is complete. 

The partner would , without any doubt , become another victim. 

Therefore , while Peking would probably want to improve 

its relations with Moscow to such an extent that Moscow n。

longer poses a military threat to PRC security , Peking is 

highly unlikely to change its policy of glvlng alarm calls 

against Soviet expansionism and trying to promote an allìance 

。 f all other powers to contain it. 

Under these circumstances , the Peking-Moscow relationship 

would probably be maintained more or less at the status quo for 

a very long time. Moscow would make some overtures , but 

Peking would not really soften its position further. The 

military threat from the north would not be severe or irnrninent , 

but it would not really be removed. Moscow of course could 

consider removing it altogether; but it would not want to d。

so without getting a reciprocal reconciliatory move from 

Peking. Fo_r , a unilateral backing-down would enhance Peking ’ s 

international position; and , what is more important , glvlng 

PRC freedom to concentrate on economic construction and on 
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1t l S conc e i vable that Peking wou l d choose to give u p its 

f r i endshi p wi th Hashingt on , and to go ahead wi th i ts pre s sures 

aga1ns t Tal Wan . Hcwever , in the cur rent international 

s ~ tuation ， and i n the foreseeable f uture , Peking would have 

s o much need -- t o the point o f dependency -- for American 

f riendship , that i t i s highly unlikely that Peking would choose 

such a course. There i s simply too much t o lo s e and to。

lit t le to gain. 

Let us look a little more closely into the bilateral 

relationships. 

1. PRC-US relationsh i E. In retrospect , a wise man might 

nod his head and say that Peking-Washington f riendship is a 

most logical development which all wise men should have 

e xpected long ago -- even though he himself probably had not 

expected it to develop so fast. 

J ohn F‘。 s ter Dulles said that the CCP rule in mainland 

China was a "passing phase." That wishful thinking was for 

many years the basis of Washington ’ s pol icy towards China. 

It faded , along with KMT ’ s hope of counterattack against PRC. 

What continued to prevent PRC-US detente was Mao ’ s crazy pol icies 

-- the Three Red Banners , the bombardment of Quemoy and Matsu , 

the Cultural Revolution , and the over-zealous efforts to help 

North Vietnam conquer South Vietnam. When the Cultural 

Revolution drew t o a close , and when the United States got 

ready to withdraw from Indoch i na , the stage was set for the 

long-delayed growth of PRC-US detente. And , when Mao died and 

the pragmatic fact ion s e i zed the l e aders hi p of CCP , PRC-US 
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friendship became a certainty. 

That this friendship was , and is , destined to grow , lS 

。f course primarily because of the menace posed by Soviet 

Imperialism. The Western countries were slowly but definitely 

losing its superiority over the Soviet bloc . Containment is 

no longer effective on all front s . The "brink- of- war" s trategy 

。 f Dulles , employed for the last time by John Kennedy in the 

196 2 Cuban crisis , is no longer practicable . Russians and 

their henchmen in Havana and Hanoi can quite freely expand 

their influence through mili t ary means in Africa , Indochina , 

South Yemen and Afhani stan ; and the Americans can do little 

more than wr、inging their own hands . 

On the other hand , PRC has suffered , 라ld is still suffering , 

more Erom Russian aggressiveness than the Americans have . 

While Peking has boldly taken ’puni ti ve action ’ against the 

provocations of Hanoi along t he border , nothing of the sort 

is contemplated , for obvious reasons , against much more 

outrageous provocations by the Russians from the north . 

It is not hard to see that Soviet expansionism cannot be 
‘ A 

stopped or cont.a관ned by the United States alone , o r even in 

alliance wi th West Europe and Japan. It is also not hard to 

see that PRC cannot do much against Soviet expansionism alone . 

While the Russians have not yet gained the overwhelming 

superiority over the Western countries , PRC would probably 

be able to survive like Yugosl avia ; but , once there is no 

formidable opponent on the Soviet ho~izon ， PRC cannot but 
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succomb to Russian domin 늬 tion. Th니lS ， it is only në.' 、 al for 

PI<C and the U. S. t o edge towards eacn other , in t he hope that 

ι combina tion of the t ‘'~o big nations , together wi th an extended 

alliance wit h Japan and Nest Europe , might somehow stop Soviet 

exp a끄slonlsm ， or a t leas t gain more t ime during which the anti

Sovie t countri es could become s trengthened , and Soviet Russia 

itself might be we akened or change into 3 l ess malignant growth. 

Seen in thi s context , the apparently deplorable flowering 

of PRC-US friendship is not only something that one has to 

accept with a sigh , but actually a necessary development that 

one should greet with a cheer. It was not an easy move for 

either side; but they did it . And , once the flower has 

started to bloom , there seems to be nothing that ηan cause i t 

to withe-‘ 

In pract ical aspects , PRC of course benefit more from 

this friendship than the United States. Most of the things 

that Peking yearn for can be supplied by the Americans: 

technology , industrial equipment , weapons , intelligence , 

market for PRC products. PRC does not have much to offer in 

return; but it does not really matter. If PRC can help 

maintain the status quo in the Korean Peninsula , if PRC can 

indirectly protect the western flank of Japan , if PRC can 

gradually supply Japan with oil so that J apan could depend 

less upon the troubled Mid-East oil from a long and endangered 

shipping line , if PRC can keep half- a-million Soviet troops 

in Siberia , and if PRC can also more or less keep Hanoi from 

overrunning Southeast Asia , then the Americans would be more 

than satisfied with this new f riend. 
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There is no doubt that Amer i cans want to help PRC get 

stronger so that it would increas e i t s capacity for these t asks . 

They do not want to rush things too qu ickly , however , because 

。 f three reasons : 1 . they do not want to provoke the 

Russians too mUch; 2 . they do not want too much drain on the 

American economy which is not very robu s t ; and 3 . they d。

not want PRC to grow strong too quickly , s o much so that Peking ’ S 

need for American friendship would soon dwindle . 1n case that 

thi s happens , PRC might engage in its o wn expansionism , and 

migh t s tart working on the Taiwan issue in spite of American 

;ìdmoni s hmen t . 

2 . ROC - us rel ationsbi2 . Needless to say , ROC owe s a 

Jo t t o the Americans Îor its prosperity , and indeed for its 

e xis t ence in the past three decades . What the U. S . owes ROC 

is basically just a moral obligation. To disown a loyal ally 

is betrayal , even if such an act does no t really hurt that 

。 ld al l y . So , to keep peace with their 0‘wn conSClence , 

Americans do consider the continuous s ecuri ty of Taiwan as a 

s erious moral obligation. If Tai pei should try to establ ish a 

linkag e wit h Mo scow , Americans would feel greatly relieved 

to be freed from this obligation . 

Though outraged by the betrayal , though far less 

trusting than beÎore , Taipei authorities and Taiwan people 

have basically maintained .their loyalty and goodwill towards 

the United States . When in the i r more rational moods , they 

recognize that this development is quite inevitable , and not 

quite 50 di5astrou5 a5 it mi ght seem. The American military 
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protection is withdrawn , but the position of ROC is not in 

any imminent danger. The U.S. is still a friend; and , as 

PRC 'ha$ become a friend of the U. S. , perhaps " the friend of 

a friend cannot be a dangerous enemy . " 

But , obviously , there are future potential dangers from 

Peking , now that Washington is no longer committed to defend 

Taiwan , and is taking the position that the Taiwan issue is 

just an internal problem of the Chinese people . 80 , Taipei 

would have t o depend as heavily as before upon American 

protection from th is danger , only in a different way . It 

can only hope that the friendship between ROC and the U. S. is 

kept strong enough so that the Americans would be bound by 

their moral obligation , and that the friendship between the 

U.S . and the PRC is also strong enough so that the Amer icans 

would have an effective restraining influence over Peking 

on the Taiwan issue. 

C. 1ssue of Orthodoxy 

One crucial factor in the development of unification of 

China is the issue of orthodoxy. To casual foreign observer s , 

this may seem to be a technical matter not worthy of being 

considered too seriously when so many subst antial matter s 

of vital importance are at stake. Even to the majority of t he 

Chinese people , this is not an important thing. Wh at does 

it matter , after all , whether the nation is called "Peopl e ’ S 

Republic of China" or "Republic of China" ? What does it matter 
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whether the national flag dj.splays five-stars or a white-sun? 

Nevertheless , for the leaders of PRC and ROC , this is in fact 

a matter of paramount i mportance. The legality and orthodoxy 

。 f their respective regimes are not negotiable; they might 

compromise on matters of vital substantial interest , but not 

on this matter. Peking has shown a wil lingness to give concessions 

on all other things , but the only thing that it insists upon 

is that Taipei must accept the name of PRC and the five-star 

flag for a unified China. Taipei ’ s position on this matter 

is egually rigid and adamant: abolishing the name and the 

flag of ROC is simply out of the guestion. 

For closer observers , this rigidity of both sides on 

such an insubstantial matter is of course readily understandable. 

CCP started to fight against the ROC in 1927 , ’ liberated ’ the 

mainland province and established its own regime of PRC in 1949 , 

and is committed to complete this process of ’ liberation ’ and 

incorporate the last province , Taiwan , i nto the PRC regime. 

Extending the PRC legality to Taiwan and flying the five-star 

flag over Taipei is exactly CCP ’ s aim; and any sort of unifi

cation that does not achieve this aim is definitely not accept

able. 

For the KMT , the matter is also clearly cut . D에T established 

ROC in 1911 , and the orthodoxy o f this regime has never been 

interrupted , inspite of the invasion of the Japanese , and 

inspite of losing the practical control of mainland province 

to CCP. While the proportion of the area under ROC rule and 

the area under PRC rule is plainly not in favor of ROC ’ s claim 
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to legality over the whole of China , this is , to the mind of 

KMT leaders and their supporters , merely a "situation in the 

curre r). t peri。건，" which cannot be advanced as a "decisi ve reason" 

for the abolition of the ROC legality and orthodoxy. 

The survival of Taiwan as a viable political entity is of 

course an important aim; but , compared wi th the maintenance 

。 f ROC orthodoxy , it is only secondary in importance . When 

the worst comes to the worst , KMT would fight a desperate 

war against CCP for the defence of Taiwan , but it would not 

give up the ROC orthodoxy. The ship can be abandoned , but 

not surrendered. It is not dishonorable to be defeated , but 

it is dishonorable to surrender without fight. 

This , as mentioned before , is the mentalities of PRC and 

ROC leaders. As they are the ones who make pOlicies in Peking 

and Taipei , such rigid attitudes would of course prevail. 

However , as also mentioned before , to the majority of Chinese 

people , this matter of legality and orthodoxy is not really 

important . It is silly to allow this issue to block national 

unification , when and if no other serious block exists in more 

practical aspects. When time goes on , when the leaderships in 

Peking and Taipei pass into the hands of a younger generation , 

who are more concerned with the practical interests of the 

whole nation , rather than committed to the legality-inviola-

bility of their respective regimes , then there is a possibility 

to ‘ downgrade the importance of the issue of orthodoxy; then 

it would be possible for both sides to get ready to make 

mutual concessions on such matters as the name of the unified 
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nation and the design of the national flag . It is not 

inconceivable that future leaders in Peking and Taipei would 

s ay , "China must be unified , for thi s i s the common wish of 

the Chinese people; and , since nei ther sid~ wants to acc e pt 

the orthodoxy of the other side , l e t us create a new orthodoxy. 

Let us hold a nation-wide general-election , promulgate a new 

Constitution , adopt a new national name and a new national 

flag. Both PRC and ROC belong to the history , and a unified 

China should make a new start." 

D. "Taiwanization" and ROC Stability 

F‘。r、 。bvious reasons , this future trend to downgrade the 

importance of the existing orthodoxies will run stronger in 

Taiwan than in the mainland . While the ROC leadership has remained 

in the hands of KMT leaders who moved to Taipei thirty years 

ago , in Taiwan t he ’ mainlanders ’ are outnumbered by local 

Taiwanese. Some of the Taiwanese have been carrying on a 

disreputable Movement for Taiwan Independence , which can be 

i.. gnored . Mo~e important , the KMT leadership , eS?eCl ally 그 n 

1끼:‘-’"':\V' ← years under Chiang Ching-ku。’ s 조1d :: ， l~_ 크 S CO l'ì. SC i en -t:: i:)1λ 딩 1y 

bee!: ‘ promoting t he pOlitical status cf the Taiwanese , in order 

to achieve a greater degree of harmony and sense of unity 

among the mainlanders and the Taiwanese . This is what is 

sometimes called a proc ess of "Taiwanization." 

So far , the process of Taiwanization has been going along 

at a creeping pace. At the ’ leadership level , ’ it is probably 
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around 15% to 20% ’ TaiwanizedJ ; at the administ rative level , 

lt is about 30 to 40%; but at t he loc al levels , it is already 

about 60 to 70%. Thi s process will pr obably stabilize at 

50% . at the 'leadership level: 60% at the administrative level , 

and 80% at the local levels; and it wil l probably take about 

ten more years for Taiwanization to reach this level of 

stabilization . 

In the meantime , there is the question of the ’ stability ’ 

of Taiwan . Before the process of Taiwani zation reaches its 

reasonable level of stabilization , there is always the possi

bility , however remote , of trouble arising from the sense of 

discontent and frustration of the Taiwanese people. This is 

unlikely , mainly due to the popularity of Chiang Ching-ku。

and his policies. But here is , paradoxically , the potential 

danger of instability; for there is the inescapable problem 

。 f a successor to Chiang , and there is nobody in Taiwan , 

whether mainlandèr or Taiwanese , who enjoys a popularity 

remotely comparable to Chiang Ching-kuo ’ s , or an ability 

remotely comparable to his ability to control the vital organs 

。 f the Government , the Party and the Arrny. 

Chiang Ching-kuo may carry on for many many years of 

course; On the other hand , a man approaching 70 years of age 

could become inactive any tlme. 

Assuming that Chi ang continues to enjoy good health , and 

assuming that Taiwanization proceeds without any serlOUS 

disorder , Taiwan would not suffer agonies of instability on 

account of internal causes . But its s tab i lity could of course 
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be upset by external causes , such as stron~ offensive pressures 

from PRC. 

Assuming again that no strong offensive pressures come 

from PRC in the next decade , 학ld the process of Taiwanization 

lS more or less completed when Chiang Ching-kuo eventually 

relinquishes his leadership of ROC , the new leadership would 

pr obably be characterized by two new inclinations , which would 

be c ontradictory in nature so far as the unification of China 

i s concerned . 

On the one hand , Taiwanization would have been carried 

to s uch an extent that loyalty to the ROC legality and orthodoxy , 

and the emotional ties'to the mainland are relatively weakened. 

Even the ’mainlanders ’ in the new leadership would be primarily 

’ second-generation mainlanders ’ whose memory about the mainland 

i s vacant or vague , and whose real sense of belonging is to 

Ta iwan. These leaders , Taiwanese or otherwise , will not have 

much of a ’ sentiment of Chinese nationalism , and will not 

see much sense in the call for a unified China . ' They would 

be more inclined to keep Taiwan as an independent political 

ent i ty , under the name of ROC or some other、 name. 

On the other hand , these new leaders , and the people under 

their rule , would also be ' less committed to the legality and 

o rthodoxy of ROC . A change 02 the national narne and the 

nat i onal flag would not appear to be such a horrible thought 

as i t does t o the present leaders and the present ROC supporters . 

Thus , if it s hould appear t o be i mperat ive to give up the 

l e gality o f ROC for the s ake of avoiding an untenable 
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situation , or even a bloodbath in Taiwan , the new leadership 

would be much more inclined to yield under pressure , rather 

than to fight to an honorable but disastrous defeat . 

These two potential inclinations in a future Taiwan appear 

to be contradictory; but it does not mean that they would 

tend. t。 ’cancel out ’ each other. Rather , it means that , when 

pressures from Peking are not menacing , the future Taipei 

leadership would tend to try to develop towards a sort of 

~te_fact 0 independence or even a fo rm of real independence 

which i mplies waiving t he claim over the mainland. And , 

when Peking pressures become unbearabl e , the future Taipei 

leadership would tend to agree to give up the ROC orthodoxy , 

rather than to stand firm on this issue . 

E . " Five Modernization" and PRC Stability 

While the slogan in PRC is "F、。ur Modernization" 

modernization of industry , agriculture , science & technology 

and national defence -- the real task of C01.. • .cse must include 

the ’ Fifth Modernization ’ Political Modernization. 

Political modernization means essentially development in 

the following three fields: Rule-by-law; Liberalization; 

Democraticization. 

1. Rule-by-law is a vital principle that has been 

disregarded in PRC , especially in the decade between 1966 

and 1976. Lawlessness was indeed advanced by Mao as a virtue , 

or rather , as a prerogative of the supreme leader. The new 

PRC leadership has started to establish the principle of rule- . 

by-law; but it has a very long way to go . Rule-by-law does 
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least not at the national level. However , it is possible t 。

advance gradually at the local level , t o cultivate 'grass-

roo t democracy , ’ and to educate the 。ple in the practice of 

the democratic system. k~d ， eventually , a sort of workable 

system of national political parties might be given the chance 

to develop. 

Total achievement of rule-by-law , liberal~zation and 

democraticization in China probably cannot be expected in many 

decades , or even centuries; but certain levels of achievement 

in these three fields would be needed for PRC ~o ensure its 

stability in the long run. Just as a conceptual remark, one 

might say that , if rule-by-law approaches a degree of 70%。

success , if liberalization approaches 50% , and if democrati-

cization approaches 30% , PRC would have achieved a comfortable 

level of political modernization , which would be a sound 

foundation for stability. 

Stability would of course depend upon other factors , 
notably national security and tolerable economy. These are 

exactly the goals of the ’ Four Modernizations. ’ Much has been 

said about this matter , by people in PRC and those outside of 

it; and it is not a subject to be treated fully in this paper. 

But the success , or the lack of it , of these goals has a direct 

bearing upon the prospects of unification of China. 

To put it in an over-simplified way , if PRC c킹1 become 

so successful in i ts ’modernization of national defence ’ so tha r. 

there is no more fear of a Soviet invasion , and can also becomE 

so successful in its economic moderni~ation 50 that the 
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탐"t a끄dard of liVlng oF" PRC people i s r ap idly raised to close 

he g ap between PRC and ROC , t hen the like l ihood of a nat i onal 

uni fication would increase. On the other hand , i f national 

de fence and economic reconstruction remai n i n a st ate of 

backwardne s s , then i t ìs llkely that nat그onal unification wi l l 

remain a dream. | 

F . Sentiment of National ism -
The sentiment or nationalism ~ s 서 basic dr i ving force 

t owards unification. Taiwan has never been an independent 

nation; and mo s t Taiwanese people do recognize that they are 

Chinese . As the Shanghai Communique acknowledges , people on 

both sides of the Taiwan Strai~ affirm that there is only one 

China. It is only natural for al1 Chinese to be in favo r of 

a unified nation . 

However , this sentiment - - so far as the uni ficat ion of 

PRC and ROC is concerned , should no t be overstressed. In the 

history of China , there were long periods when the country 

was divided into two or more political en tit ies . In fact , 

China is a multi-national country , and the Chinese people have 

experienced mul ti-regime periods . The division of PRC and ROC 

has lasted thirty years; there is no historical reason t 。

assume that the division cannot last for another thirty year s 

-- or even three hundred years. In fact , the longer the 

division , the weaker the cohesion for unification . Twenty 

years ago , for instance , Peking had a s tronger urge to ’ liberate ’ 

Taiwan , and Taipei had a stronger desire to recover the main-

land . Now , this urge and this desire s till e xist , but already 

in a much milder form . 
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But this does not mean that , when the division is pro-

longed , the sentiment of nationalism will fade irrevocably. 

It will al way동 ne there , even though lying dormant. When 

and if cir‘ζumstances become favorable for unification , this 

sent ìment would be rekindled and reappear as a strong moving 

f orce . 
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VI . POSSIBILITIES IN THE FUTURE 

Now tha t we have analiz e d the decisive factors for the 

unification of China , we should take a s tep further to try 

t o e Àrpl ore -:::he pc ssi~ 2- e de'Je lo?이ents of the s e factors in 

f uture ye a.rs , and a.lso t 。 εxp lcre the poss i ble ways that can 

l ead to this uniFicati o n. 

A. P。 ssible Devel opment s of Decisive Factors 

I t is i nfeasible a nd unnecess arγ to try to list all 

possi bl e developments of the factors; 크nd we h ave to narrow 

our attent ion t o t ho se t t at appear "[0 b e wi thin the limi t of 

r easonable expect a tion . 

1 . Peking- Moscow- Taipei t ri angle. This factor mlght 

deve lop the followi ng possibilities: 

a . PRC-USSR h ot war; 

b . PRC-USSR cold war; 

c . PRC-USSR cold peace; 

d . PRC-USSR detente; 

e . PRC-USSR tacit understanding in expanSlonlSm; 

f . PRC-USSR alliance; 

g . ROC-USSR hostillty~ 

h . ROC-USSR mutual neglect; 

i . ROC-USSR tacit under s tanding in PRC contalnment; 

j . ROC - USSR linkage. 

2 . Peking-Wa~hington-Taipei triangle . This factor might 

develop the following possibilities: 
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a . PRC-US relationship breakdown; 

b. . PRC-US r.넌 lationship cooling off; 

c . PRC-US relationship kept lukewarm; 

d. PRC-US relationship warming up to informal alliance; 

e . PRC-US relationship developing into alliance; 

f . ROC-US relationship breakdown; 

g. ROC-US drifting further apart; 

h . ROC-US relationship kept lukewarm; 

i . ROC-US relationship warming up to greater US commitments: 

j . ROC-US re-establishing some kind of formal ties. 

3 . 1ssue of orthodoxy. This factor might develop the 

following possibilities: 

a . Both Peking and Tai pei remain uncompromising; 

b . Peking firm , Taipei compromising; 

c . Taipei firm , Peking compromising; 

d . Both Pekipg and Taipei become flexible and comproml slnge 

4 . ttTaiwanization" and ROC stability. This factor might 

develop the following possibilities : 

a . Losing stability due to Peking offensive pressures; 

b . Losing stabil ity due to erruptions in Taiwanization ; 

c. Losing stability due to leadership cr‘lSlS; 

d. Maintaining fairly high st ability without serious crisis ; 

e. Increasing stability. 

5. "Five Modernization" and PRC stability . This factor 

might develop the fol1owing possibilities : 
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a. Losing stability due to failure of Political 

Modernizat ion; 

b. Losing stabi lity due to failure of Economic 

Modernization; 

c . Losing stability due to USSR offensive pressures; 

d . Losin g stability due to leadership crisis; 

e. Malntaìning fairly high stability without crlsls; 

f. Increasing stability. 

6 . Sentiment of Nationalism. This factor, so far as the 

unification of PRC and ROC is concerned , might develop the 

following possibilities: 

a. Losing its potency due to prolonged division; 

b. Losing its potency due to intensified belligerence 

between PRC and ROC; 

c . Regaining its potency due to realistic hopes of peace

ful unification under favorable changes in PRC and ROCi 

d. Becoming gradually dormant but potentially potent in 

the distant future. 

B. Possible Ways for Unification 

There are potentially seven ways for the unification of 

China which fall into three groups: unification through 

violence , unification through pressure , unification through 

peaceful evolutìon. 

1 • Unification through violence 

a . Unification through PRC miljt~y_ action . 1f PRC shoulð 

escalate its offensive pressures as outlined in ’ II1 - A’ , and 
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if ROC . remains defi ant and uncompromis i ng , i t would eventually 

lead to PRC .military conques t of Taiwan -- basically repeat i n g 

the historic event of Cheng Cheng-kung (the last general of 

Ming ‘ ’Dynasty) being vanquished by the Ching Dynasty. 

b. Unification thrpugh ROC military acti。n. While thi s 

may seem less likely than Peking ’ s ’ liberating Taiwan by 

force , ’ it is not a possibil ity that should be ruled out entirel ~ 

If PRC is greatly weakened by a devastating war against USS R, 

and/or if the mainland people rise up against CCP rulers 

under circ~tances of political and economic chaos , there 

would be -- as Taipei has maintained with diminishing credibi li t~ 

。ver the years -- the possibility for ROC to launch the long

promised military counter-attack and regain control of the 

mainland. 

2. Unificat i on through pressure 

a. Unificat i on through PRC pressure and ’ total so l ution ’ · 

When and if Peking i s i n a position t o exert increasingly 

unbearable pressures , Taipei rnight yield and agree t。

negoti at i ons on the ’ total solution ’ basis . That is to say , 

the i ssue of ort h odoxy will be deal t wi th as t he foremos 

issue. Taipe i would be compelled to ab andon the name of 

’ Republic of China ,’ and t he ROC national flag. Reluctantly 

but peacefully , Taiwan would be incor porated into PRC. 

b . Unification through PRC pressure and ’ phased _ solut i。n ~. 

Peking rni ght realize that the ’ t otal solu tion ’ is too muc h of 

a bitter- pill ofor Taipei to swallow, and might therefore decide 
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to adopt a softer and milder approach by offering a ’ phased 

solutìon , ’ ì . e . ìncorporation of Taiwan into PRC in gradual 

steps . The issue of orthodoxy might be deEerred for negotiat ion 

in the last stage , instead of insisting upon dealing with it 

as the fore mo st issue. ’ While exerting subtle pressures with 

carefully veiled threat s , Peking might first demand Taipei t 。

come to the negotiation table for talks on practical (and 

apparently mutually-beneficial) issues , such as the establish

ment of direct communication services , the exchange of 

c ivilian visitors , direct trade of PRC oil for ROC product s , 

economic and cultural exchanges etc . Taipe i would regard this 

approach as ’ su gar-coated poison , ’ but might have to go along 

due to fear of harsher and blunter pressures from Peking . 

When Taipei is indu~ed into this ’ f irst-stage negotiations , ’ 

Peking would urge it to enter the ’ second-stage negotiations , ’ 

which would still be quite low-keyed and soft- toned ; but peking 

I might demand the exchange of governmental delegations , the 

mutual stationing of parliamentary- observers and ’ lìaìson 

officers ’ at ministrial level , the establishment of various 

’ co- ordination commissions , ’ etc . When and if Peking gains 

its way in effectively bringing Taiwan under ìts power , lt 

will arrange for the ’ final-stage negotiations ,’ to solve the 

issu e of orthodoxy , and Taiwan would be formally incorporated 

into PRC . 

c . Unification through ROC polit~~al counter- offens ive . 

While this - may seem to be , in the eyes of most observers , 

a far- fetched 강ld imaginary way for the unification of China , 

it is indeed a practical approach , and êould be the best 
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strategy for Taipei to adopt f or t h e sake of ROC survi val 

and national salvation. As outl i ned in ’ IV-C ’, Taipei 

c ould- devise an active strategy of po l i t i cal counter-

。ffensive by plunging i nto r. ego t i a t i ons wi t h Peking , but 

turni ng them into a pol itical s truggle ag a i nst Communist 

ideology and the CCP misgovernment o f t h e ma i nland. Instead 

。 f being dragged around reluctantly and pas s i vely in negotiat

i ons summoned by Peking , KMT could call f or conferences on 

a nat i onal scale and put CCP on trial f or its bankrupt 

ideology and its miserable performance in the mainland. 

Even if Peking is alert enough to v e t o the convening of such 

conferences , even if Taipei is obliged to enter into nego-

tiations with Peking on a bilateral basis , Taipei representa tive s 

can still make use of such talks as a public platform to launch 

its political offensives against Communist ideology and CCP 

misgovernment; and. the arguments would draw national and 

international attention. They would have penetrating 

influence spreading far and wide in the mainland; the people 

would strongly , though silently , support Taipei ’ s denunciations 

against Communism and CCP regime; and the more courageous 

human-rights fighters among the mainland people would be furth e r 

encouraged and inspired in their valiant struggle , fighting 

against CCP in actual collaboration with n에T ， though there 

would probably no actual contact. There ~)ul d even be KMT-

sympathizers among the rank-and-f i le ccr ‘l:ber s , ènd in the 

PLA. What would happen after th i ngs deveι。 P to such a stage 

is of course difficult to pre dict. CCP might gradually y i eld 
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=0 슨uch political pressure s and change it s course to accommodat e 

hε 간emands from KMT and the mainland people; or it might 

remaln l ntranslgent and eventually be overwhelmed and over-

thrown bγ the people and the KMT. Whether the subsequent 

n 은‘J!-:'J ~，( nified nation is cal l ed the Republic of China or by 

some ~1e ìll name does not mat ter . It would have been unification 

through ROC pressure . 

3 . Unification through steady evolution 

a . Unification through mutual accommodation. It is not 

impossible that both Peking and Taipei would not , 。r could 

not , exert offensive pressures against the opponent , but 

would rather allow th~r~감 to develop in a relatively relaxed 

way. PRC-ROC relatíonship may gradually thaw , more or less 

along the line of the relationship between West and East 

Germanies. A point might be reached when both sides would 

regard each other as practically independent countries with 

special historic-ties and a special friendship. Out of those 

ties and out of that friendship , there might grow a rnutual 

desire for ’ marr :t age. ’ While the two areas would still have 

serious aï.ff응rences in many respects -- especially in ideolo

gical orientation , political system , social structur~ ， 

economic structure and standard-of-living -- it might be 

possible to work out a kind of constitutional arrangement 

so that the two parts of China could be loosely united as 

one natìon. 

b. Unification through natural identificati。n. It is 

also not impossible that PRC and ROC would remain separate for 
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a very very lcng period , during which both sides evolve 

S1J ch a way 50 that d~f 5' .::'rences as J~entioned in the las 

., .". 
‘ .. 

paragr áph gradually ~elT away , and the two parts of China 

become essentially homogeneous , 킹ld people in both parts 

find there is not much sense in keep i ng the two parts 

separate . Then there would be a relatively painless and 

effortless process to bring about peaceful unification . 
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VII . PROBABILITIES IN THE FUTURE 

In the last section , an attempt was made to analyse the 

possibili ties Îor the decis ive ractors fo r unification of 

China , and the possi ble ways that could lead to this 

~nification. Now , a further attempt i s to be made t。

eval u ate these possibilities and to predict the most 

probable combinations of the decisive factors and ways. 

A. Evaluation of Individual Decisive Factors 

1 . Peking-Mo~co~ __ Taipei tri angle 

a. PRC-USSR hot war. Barring any unforeseeable new 

element , a major war between PRC and USSR is a fast-dimin

ishing possibility. Moscow lost several chances in the past 

decade for launching such a war; and no favorable opportunity 

is likely to appear‘ in coming years . The present USSR leader 

are too old and too fragile to have the vi tali ty for such a 

difficult task. Besides , there is no more need for this 

drastic action , as there is no more an ideological challenge 

from CCP , and the conÎrontation has changed in nature , 

becoming a conventional cóntention between great powers in 

the game of global balance-of-power , a game that can be 

played without going into a major war. Moscow is currently 

quite satisfied with their progress of expansionism , and 

would not want to upset the present strategy wi th a trouble

some war against PRC. Border wars will continue to be quite 

possible of course , but not a major war , or a punitive nuclear 

s trìke. When the present Moscow . leaders pass from the scene , 
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the new leaders i n Kremlin would be busy wi th internal problems 

for a long whil~ ， and would not launch a major war against 

PRC either. 

b. PRC-USSR cold war. This is what one might call the 

present relat ionsh ip between PRC and USSR. Both sides are 

making some efforts t o contain t he o ther side , and both sideg 

make recriminative charges against the other side. This 

state of affairs may continue i ndefinitely; but there are 

already some signs that the PRC-USSR may move gradually t 。

the next possibility. 

c. PRC-USSR cold peace. As indicated in V-A-1 ’, 

Moscow probably would want to lower the degree of hostility 

between PRC and USSR further; but Peking probably would want 

to maintain its firm stand against Soviet expansionism , 

because it regards this as a necessary attitude to sharpen 

global vigilance against Soviet marches , which would event

ually bring disaster to PRC itself. So , a PRC-USSR cold-

peace is unlikely in the present stage , in spite of small 

conciliatory gestures from both sides. Those gestures from 

Moscow are probably real attempts to bri ng the PRC-USSR 

relationship down to the level of cold peace; but those 

gestures from Peki ng are probably only designed to alleviate 

the PRC-USSR hostility slightly so as to ensure that Moscow 

would not take major military actions against PRC , espec ially 

in a 'period when PRC has taken , and may again take , military 

actions against Vletnam. 

However , when and if Peking thinks that Soviet 
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expansionism has been successfully contained , so much so that 

i t is no longer a prirnary danger for the fU ture of PRC , it 

would be very likely that Peking will then seek to bring its 

relationship with Moscow to the level of cold peace -- or 

even to the level of detente. 

d. PRC-USSR detente. That would be the norrnal state 

。f relationship between two neighboring powers; but , given 

the danger of Soviet expansionism to eventual security of 

PRC , it is quite unthinkable in the foreseeable future. 

When and if USSR is so tarned that its expansionism becomes 

a dead or dying issue , PRC might move to this level of 

relationship , but not before. 

e . PRC-USSR tacit understanding i n expansionisrn. 

provided the Peking leadership becornes so foolish in some 

future time as to be unable to see the eventual danger that 

a USSR 5uccess in other areas would pose upon PRC ‘ security , 

and provided that PRC itself becomes strong enough to indulge 

in its own. expansionism , the Peking leadership might rnake 

the fatal mistake of entering into a sort of tacit understanding 

wi th USSR so that each may push on its own expansionism in 

its sphere of influence . But it is hard to irnagine a future 

Peking leadership being 50 fooli5h ; so this possibility may 

be disregarded . 

f . PRC-USSR alliance . If the future Peking leadership 

in this assumption is even more foolish and rnore anxious for 

i ts own expansionism than described án the last paragraph , 

i t may go a step further and seek a new alliance with USSR , 
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。ne sìmìlar in nature t o t he d l lìance b e tween Naz ì Germany 

and Japan. But this is e,.en more unlikely than the 

possibility of a tac i t anders tandi ng for、 expans ionism. 

g . ROC-USSR hostility. Such hostil i ty would be 

possibte under three different sets of c i rcumstances: 

(1) When and if USSR , ìn an act i ve s trategy for the 

encirclement and containment of PRC , moves t o fo r ce Taipe i 

to submi t i tself to a sort of mil i t ary alliance wi 1.1'1 USSR 

and to allow Rus s i an bases i n Tai wan ; 

(2) When and i f USSR l aunches a ma jor war agai nst PRC , 

and the sentiment of nationalism i n Tai wan compels itself to 

take the side of PRC against a hated foreign invader; or , 

(3) When and if USSR wages a successful major war agai ns t 

PRC (during which ROC maintains neutral i ty) and then occupies 

a 1 arge part of China mainland. 

All three sets ‘ of circumstances are highly unlikely 

situations; so we can pract i cally rul e out the possibility 

of ROC-USSR host i lity i n the fore se e abl e f uture. 

h . ROC-USSR mutual neglect. This is the situation in 

the past three decades , and is likely to continue indefin i t ely , 

even thou gh both sides have made , and possibly will make , 

occasional veiled hints of some sort of irnprovement in this 

relationship . Such hints are in truth merely diplomatic 

feints .to try to mislead opponents into suspecting that 

Moscow has a ’ Taiwan Card ’ in its sleeve , or that Taipei has 

a ’ Russia Cård ’ in its sleeve. The se cards do not exist ìn 

reality . 
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i. ROC-USSR tacit understanding i n PRC containment. 

Wh ile there is no option for Moscow to establi sh any ties with 

Taipei , and vice vers a , ROC 강ld US SR do in f act share a common 

in 1: e res t 그 n containing the growth of strength of PRC and the 

expansion o .f 그nfluence of Peking in Asia or elsewhere. But 

this is just a coincidental parallelism in external goals , 

and i t is unlikely to develop into any tacit understanding 

i n the containment efEorts. 

j . ROC - USSR linkage. As analyzed before , such a 

linkage is i n fact impossible . 

2. Peking-Washington-Taipei triangle 

a . PRC-US relationship breakdown. When and if Peking 

escalates its pressures against Taipei to the final stage of 

the invasion of Taiwan , there would be a breakdown of the 

PRC-US relationship. But this is mostly unlikely in the 

foreseeable future. On the other hand , if this breakdown 

does happen , it is not impossible to recover after the Taiwan 

issue is settled. Washington ’ S ’ protection over Taiwan 

through friendship with Peking ’ is not absolute. 

b. PRC-US relationship cooling off. When and if Peking 

s tarts to escalate ‘ :i ts pressures against Taipei to the degree 

。 f military action , Washington would be gravely concerned; and , 

while trying to admonish Peking against such actions , the U.5. 

might resurne or step up its SUPPly of purely defensive 

weapons to Taipei. That would rnean a quick cooling off of the 

PRC-US relationship. The degree of likelihood of tnis possi

bility is directly linked with the degree of likelihood of 
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Peking ’ s escalation to military ~ction agai nst Taiwan. 

c. PRC-US relat ionship kept lukew‘- The current 

PRC-US relat ionship might be described 0 5 ’ l ukewarm. ’ It has 

a strong momentum to warm up steadily; but it may also remain 

at this lukewarm level , if one of the following three sets of 

c :ircumstances should appear: 

(1) PRC exerting too strong non-military pressures 

against ROC; 

(2) PRC losing stability through leadershi p crisis and 

reversal to Maoist dogmatic line; 

(3) PRC losing stabili ty through econor따c catastrophe. 

These three developrnents , while all possible , are all 

~ very likely. They will be discussed in later passages 

1n this Section. 

e. PRC-US relationship warming up to informal alliance. 

This is by far the most likely development for this relation-

ship in coming years. Peking and Washington have such strong 

mutual needs and mutual interests in global strategy and 

。ther aspects , that it is vital for both of thern to take 

care to see that nothing happens to thwart this warming-up. 

The degree of . warmth would depend largely upon the seriousness 

of Russian menace as perceived in Peking and Washington. This 

seriousness is apt to be increasing in coming years , so the 

warmth of PRC-US relat ionship is apt to be increasing 

correspondingly in coming y양~rs . 
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f. PRC-US relationship developing into alliance. This 

would happen when and if both Peking and Washington perceive 

that a military showdown against Moscow is inevitable and 

imminent . Such a situation is certainly possible , but it 

doe5 not seem to be highly probable. Moscow , while pushing 

abead with its expansionism , would have taken precautions 

a long every step of the way to forestall such an alliance. 

I t would try i ts best to keep Peking and Washington from 

drawi ng the firm conclusion that a final military showdown 

is i nevitable and imminent , and that the formation of a 

PRC - US alliance would provoke the anger of Moscow and pre-
l 、

cip i tate l this showdown. Therefore , un~ess Moscow has become 

so arrogant that it does not care any more whether its 

。pponents -- the United States , West Europe , Japan and PRC --

brace themselves and embrace each other firmly for . the final 

showdown against USSR , it is likely that Moscow will keep 

maneuvering in such a way 50 that Peking and Washington 

would keep putting off the formation of an alliance. 

g . Roc-us relationship drifting fu~~he~apart. This 

is p05sible in the event of any 50rt of Moscow-Taipei linkage , 

which is not a rea4 possibility. Washington might als。

f urther reduce its ties with Taiwan , if i t gets ready to 

allow a PRC-takeover of Taiwa~. This again is not a strong 

possibility. For , if Peking steps up its military pressures , 

Washington would be under strong pressures from the U.S. 

people to stand firm 려ld remonstFate against Peking military 
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actions. And , if Peking can bring about a unification without 

resort~ng to military actions , Was hington would 'probably only 

readJust íts ties with Taiwan after a political solution is 

agreed upon between Peking and Taipei. In any event , it 

does not seem to be very likely for Washington to turn its 

tail and abandon Taiwan voluntarily , with or without military 

pressures fr、。m Peking. 

h. Roç:-J.JS_reJat ionship kept 1 ukewarm. This is the 

present situation , and it is likely to remain this way 

indefinitely. Washington might play the role of an inter

mediary between Peking and Taipei i n the promotion of a 

peaceful unification , as well the role of a referee in a 

boxing match in the prevention of ’ illegal ’ blows fr、。m

either contestant. 

l. ROC-US relationship warming up to greater US commitment s . 

This could happen under two sets of circumstances: 

(1) When and if Peki ng escalates its military pressures 

against Taiwan in defiance of Washington remonstrances , which 

result in an outraged American public opinion , calling for the 

government to bolster Taiwan defences; or 

(2) 따len and if Moscow attempts to bring Taiwan into its 

sphere of influence , and both Taipei and Peking wish Washingt .: 二

would help Taiwan in its efforts to resist Moscow pressure. 

Neither set of circumstances is a high possibility; so it 

is nòt very likely that the ROC-US relationship will warm up 

to greater US commitments in Taiwan. 
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J . ROC-US reesj:~J)lishing some kind of formal ties. This 

would happen under two sets òf circurnstances: 

(1) . When and if there is a serious breakdown i n the PRC-US 

rel ationship; or 

(2 ~ v.'rlen anë i .f Peking practlcally gives up its hope o f 

'J ring 주ng a bout a unific a t 수。n ， and gives tacìt approval t。

Washington to have more formal ties with Taipei , just like 

West Germany glving approval for Washington to have formal 

ties with East Germany. 

Again , neither set of circumstances ìs a high poss ibility. 

3 . 1ssue of orthodoxy 

a . B。 th Peking and Taipei remain uncompromising. This 

is the current situation , and is l ikely to persist indefinitely. 

b . Peking firm , Taipei compromising. This would happen 

when and if Peking finds itself ìn a position to exert 

increasing pressures against Taipei , if Taipei finds itself 

practica11y helpless in an untenable position , 학ld if Taipei 

has a new leadership that does not attach so rnuch importance 

to the issue of orthodoxy. Such a development may seem not 

quite possible now; but , five or ten years from now on , the 

situation might appear. quite different. 

c . Taipei firm , Peking c。mpr。mising. This may seem 

to be even less likely; but it is possible that , when Peking 

finds it impossible to bring military pressure to bear , and 

impossible to bring about a political solution of the Taiwan 

problem without yielding on the ortaodoxy issue , it would 

decide that , after all , there is no importance in adopting 

a new national flag and a new national n리ne. Then , this 
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new Peking leadership wh i ch does not have a strong feeling on 

the PRC orthodoxy might o~fer concessions to Taipei on this 

issue. This is no more far-fetched than the possibility of 

’ Peking f i rm , Taipei compromlslng. ’ 

d. B。th bec9me flexible and .compromising. Sl1eh a 

development would be likely when and if both Peking and 

Taipei work towards a steady evol~tion leading to peaceful 

unification . This possibility is distinctly there , but it 

exists only in the remote future , not in the foreseeable 

future . 

4 . " TÇ3. iwanization" and ROC stabi'lit.y 

a. L。sing stabtlity due to Peking offensive pressures. 

When and if Peking does indeed escalate its offensive pres효다res 

against Taiwan along the line described in ’ III-A ’ , to the 

extent of taking increasingly severe military actions , it 

would be quite difficult for Taiwan to maintain its stability. 

However , as is shown in previous passages , it is highly 

improbable that Peking can adopt this strategy without 

jeopardizing its own security. When conditions are more 

favorable than the current conditions , Peking would surely 

gradually increase its non-military pressures against ROC; 

but , so long as they are non-military , ROC .would be able t。

6ustain . them without losing much stability , and Washington 

would not regard such pressures as so malignant tbat they 

should prevent the further war~ngsup in PRC-US relationship. 

Rather , Washington would tend to promote this warming-up 

so that it would be in a better position to persuade Peking 
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not to go further into military pressures. Thus , while there. 

is no assurance that ROC can maintain its present level of 

stability , there is also no danger that its stability will 

be completely upset by intolerable pressures from ' PRC. 

b. Losing stability due to erruptions in Taiwanizati。n.

The process of Taiwanization is not entirely free from 

potential dangers. However , Chi려19 Ching-kuo ’ s personal 

prestige and popularity is strong enough to ensure that there 

is no serious trouble when he remains at the head of ROC 

leadership . It is difficult to foresee the progress of 

Taiwanization under a new leadership. Some unsettling frictions 

seem to be inevitable; but probably ROC stability would not 

be totally disrupted by such erruptions. Much would depend 

upon the degree of success of ' Taiwanization when the leader

ship is eventually passed from Chiang Ching-kuo to someone else. 

c . Losing stability due to leadership crisis. Chiang 

Ching-kuo has enjoyed relatively good health , but he is n。

longer a young man. Sooner or later the reins of ROC have 

to be passed to some new leader; but who this new leader 

will be remains unclear. If Chiang succeeds in groomlng a 

capable and popular successor by the time he relinquishes 

his hand on the reins; the"re '.vould be no leadership crisis . 

Otherwise there will be a problem which may or may not be 

very serious. It is pract.ically impossible to assess this 

factor at the present stage. 

d. Maintaining fairly high .stability without serious crlsls. 

So far as we can see , this is the most likely possibility in 
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the f uture years of ROC . But , to be reali s tic , no one can 

offer as surance that peking will never be in a position to 

exert lncreasingly intolerable offensive pre ssures , that there 

wlll never be a PRC-USSR detente to allow Peking to concentrat e 

on the Taiwan issue , that the American ’ protection of Taiwan 

througb PRC-US friendship ’ will always be efFective , and that 

there will never be disastrous erruptions in the process of 

Taiwanization or crippling struggles in a leadership crisis. 

e. 1ncreasing stability. This seems unlikely , for the 

simple reason that ROC has maintained a very high level of 

stability which is hard to excel. 

5. "Five Modernizations" and PRC stability 

a. L。 sing stability due to failure of Political Modernization 

This is not a very likely possibility. The new PRC leadership 

under Deng Xiao-ping is deliberately and conscientiously making 

gradual progress towards political modernization , at least in 

the field of rule-by-law and gr값lting more liberties to the 

people. The Chinese people , as a whole , are very patient , 

and are relatively easy to feel contented with the slow 

progress when they compare i t with the horrible years under 

Mao. The brave human-right s fighters in PRC will continue 

to advocate , as best as they can , the principles of rule-by-law , 

liberalization and democrat icizat ion , and there would be more 

frictions between this popular movement and the CCP regime; 

but probably it wil1 be kept under control. Such a movement 

wil1 serve to urge CCP to go a little faster along the way 
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。 f Political Modern i zation , but probabl y wi ll not be strong 

enough to undermine the basic s tab i l i ty of PRC. A general 

uprising of the people against CCP reg i me , though conceivable , 

is not really a high possibility. One of the main reasons 

is that the mainland i .s too vast for a general uprising , such 

as the one in Wuhan in 1967 , could be suppressed by the 

efficient ruling-machine before peopl e i n other areas even 

hear about it. 

b . L。sing stability due to failure of Economic Modern i zatio훌· 

Deng Xiao-ping is certainly taking the correct direction as he 

。rients PRC towards the Four Modernizations; but a correct 

direction is not enough to guarantee success. It is certain 

that PRC cannot really catch up with modern industrial countries 

by the end of this century , as promised by Peking slogans. 

But , again , failure to achieve this goal does not mean failure 

。 f the program. The program should be deemed successful , if 

progress is made at a reasonably fast pace} and if the-people ’ s 

standard of living is steadily raised in spite of the population 

increase. Without going into a detailed study involving a lot 

。 f c。nCrete fact。rs; 。ne might make a general f。recast 。n the 

basis of general performance in the past three decades. In 

the first decade of PRC , economic reconstruction was fairly 

successful , in spite of CCP ’ s inexperience in this field. 

In the second decade , Mao did his best to disrupt PRC ‘ 

economy , with his Three Red Banners and Cultur큐1 Revolution; 

chaotic situations were created , pr、。gress was thwarted , 

population was allowed to grow without res traint. Never-
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theless , PRC economy managed to recover with admirable 

resìlience. The first hal f of the th i rd decade was scarcely 

‘ h ‘ ” 
better" than the second , with Mao and the Gang of Four trying 

their best to interfere with Chou En-la i ’ s economic efforts; 

but the economy also managed to struggle a long without 

suffering irrevocable damages. In the past few years , while 

the PRC leadership has been groping for a sound program , there 

have been some confusions , but generally there have been 

good progress. While the population has nearly doubled in 

thirty years , the standard-of-li ving has not decl ined , 

even though it has also failed to rise. Wh ile the mainland 

people have not had much incentive for hard-working , they 

have nevertheless managed to feed themselves. Based on this 

amazi ng record , i t would seem to be reasonable to assume 

that in the future , when there is no Chairman Mao to deal 

killing blows against the e conomy , when there is a sensible 

population-policy , when there are a correct general direction , 

a relatively sound program and an improving relationship with 

the outside world , PRC economy should perform with greater 

vigor and success than in the past twenty years. It would 

not mean the kind of success as promised by Peking; but it 

would probably mean the kind of success that can prevent 

the losing of stability through economic failure. 

c. L。 sing stabil~ty~_ c:lue to USSR offensive pressures. 

As shown in previous passages , the menace from Moscow is 

diminishing in the present s tage , and is likely to diminish 

further in.coming years , before Moscow subdues the United 
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States in the global contest for power. Ten years ago , 

Mo scow might be thinking about the desirability of vanquishin 

PRC before making any major' challenge against the Uni ted 

States. The idea did not look attractive enough; and it 

has become less so now. It would be unnecessary , lnaeed 

sjlly , f or Moscow to waste its resources in a major war 

agains t PRC , which could be prolonged and sticky . PRC 

poses no great danger to USSR security . Even in a future 

USSR-US showdown , PRC can do little harm to USSR , because 

the PLA can only be effective in a defensive war fought on 

PRC territories . It wo~ld bog down in Siberia if it dares 

to invade USSR . And the PRC nuclear armament is , of 

course , strictly defensive in nature; Peking would never 

dare to try a pre-emptive strike against USSR . So , while 

Moscow has moved the PRC issue to its back-burner , there 

is little likelihood that PRC would lose its stability 

through Russian pressures . 

d . Losing stability due to leadership crlsls . In spite 

of an apparently unified front of the present CCP leadership , 

leadership crlsls in Peking is almost certainly going t。

happen in coming years. Hua Kuo-feng may lose his position 

b e f ore or after the death of Deng Xiao-ping; there would be 

another round of intra-Party struggle for the supreme leader

ship. But the scope of violence and the destructive effects 

of such a struggle would not be on a comparable level as 

the Cultural Revolution or the post-Mao purges. The basic 

stability of PRC would not be seriausly damaged . Whoever 
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emerges at the head of the ~ew ~eking leaders hip would not 

a ttempt to rever~ to Maoist dogmatic line , because t hat line 

has fallen lnto complete bankruptcy in the eyes of the people 

ðnG the majority of CCP members. No leader would t ry t。

conso l.i파ate his power with a reversal to that line , because 

he would know that he could not find sufficient support in 

the Party , the army and the populace. Although in the present 

.s tage , tnere are still many c adres in the Party who do no t 

‘~ish t o see the pr ocess of ’ de-M.aoification ’ being carried o :r. 

too fast and too thoroughly , t hi s is mainly because they are 

afraid that , having gained their positions during the Cultural 

Revoluti on period with various sorts of connections with 

the Gang of Four , they thernselves might lose these positions 

if Chairman Mao and the Thought of Mao-tsetung are completely 

discredited. Real fanatics who persist in the fa ith of 

t: he Haoist dogmatic line and the loyalty to the dead Chair

ffiaD are no t many . 

Thus , there would be leadership crlSlS in Peking , but 

i t would not seriously affect the stability of the whole 

country. It would be more or less like the crisis in Moscow 

that passed the leadership from Khrushchev to Brezhenev .--

a first-rate leadership crisis , but with little change for、

the national stability. 

e . Maintaining fairl~igh stability without cr isis . 

This is. a very high probability. But in this sense , a leader 

ship crlSlS that does not jeopardize the national stabillty 

lS not counted as a C~lSlS . 
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f. 1ncreasing stability. The PRC today is already 

en j o y i ng a high degree of stability -- higher than any time 

in the past thirty years. A further increase is , though not 

impossible , not very likely; for the Sov i et menace is still 

there , the human-rights movement is making increasing tr、。uble ，

and there are simply too many things to be done in the Party , 

in the army , in the government and in the economic field , 

5 0 that a smooth development is practically inconceivable. 

Now that Mao ’ S ’ New China ’ has gone , Deng ’ s ’ New New-China ’ 

is in truth a new dynasty; and any new dynasty of course 

can hardly be very stable . 

6 . Sentiment of nationalism 

a . 1osing its potency due to prolonged divisi。n. This 

s wh at has happened in the past thirty years , and what would 

h appen in coming years , if the status quo is more or less 

mainta ined. 
p 

b . L。 sing its potency due to intensified belligerence 

between PRC and ROC. When and if such belligerence is 

r evived and the two parts of China confront each other with 

great enmity , the sentiment of nationalism would be suppressed , 

at least for the time being. 

c. Regalnlng its potency due to realistic hopes of 

peaceful unification under favorable changes in PRC ~d ROc. 

This is a high possibility if Peking does not indulge in 

。 ffensive pressures against Taiwan_J and eventually a-process 
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。 f s teady evol ut ion towards peaceful unification gets under 

way. B~t this is not a possibility in the near future. 

d. BeCQming gradually dormant but potentially potent 

ln the distant future . This is what is going to happen if 

nothing happens for a long time either i n favor of , or against , 

the peaceful unification of China. PRC and ROC would simply 

c arry on indefinitely on a separate basis , like West Germany 

and East Germany. The sentiment of nationalism is not dead , 

but it is dormant. This could go on for decades , or even 

centuries. And this is a real possibility. 

B. P。 ssible Ways for Unification 

1. Unification through violence. As analysed before , 

unification through PRC military action or ROC military 

action is a very remote possibility. 

2. Unification through pressure 

a. Unification through PRC pressure and ’ total solution. ’ 

This is practically impossible in the foreseeable future 

while Chiang Ching-kuo is heading the ROC leadership. It 

becomes an imponderable possibility after the ROC leadership 

passes "ltO some new leaders. 

b. Unification through PRC pressure and ’ phased soluti。n. ’

This is not entirely inconceivable provided Washington weakens 

further in its moral support to Taipei 라ld fails to assume itt 

protective role when Peking escalates its pressures agaìnst 

Taiwan. Again , it is less likely to happen when Chiang 

Ching-kuo is leading ROC , than when a new leadership takes 

。ver in Taipei. 
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c. Unification thr、。ugh ROC political counter-offenS1Ve. 

Wh ile the opportunity is there , it is highly doubtful whether 

Taipei has the courage to take i t . r ~embers in the ROC 

leadership who have confidence would try to present this 

course as an inspired alternat ive to the conservative course 

of ’ wai t and see ’ but other members in the leadership who 

have prudenc~ would condemn such a suggestion as a dangerous 

gamble , or even as a treacherous plot to sell out ROC ". 

Unless Chiang Ching-kuo himself somehow decides that this 

courageous approach means the best -- perhaps the only --

way for ROC to achieve long-term survival as well as the 

recovery of the mainland , there is no hope that Taipeì 

would adopt this active strategy. 

3 . unification through steady evolution . Unification 

through mutual accommodation or through natural identification 

is possible in the long run , provided nothing happens in the 

short run; but this is in the remote future , too remote for 

anyone to foresee its practical shape. 
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VIII. MOST PROBAB LE DEVELOPMENTS IN COMING YEARS 

In the previous sections , we have attempted to analyze 

the potential approaches fro m Peking for the sake of the 

unification of China , as well as the conceivable reactions 

from Taipei; we have also made an endeavor to single out 

the decisive factors for the unification of China , to line 

up the possibilities for the developments of such factors , 

and to assess the relative degrees of likelihood of such 

possibilities. Wh ile the whole issue still remains clouded 

with many uncertaintie s and unpredictable factors , we might 

try to sort out , on the basis of the previous analyses , 

what seem to be the most probable developments in coming 

years. 

A. M。 st Probable Factor-poss ibi lities (1st time-frame) 

For the six decisive factors , their most probable 

possibilities in the next five years , or perhaps ten years , 

seem to be the following: 

1. PRC-:USSR cold war on a low key , and somtimes moving 

toward the verge of cold peace. ROC-USSR mutual neglect. 

2 . PRC-US warming up to informal alliance. ROC-US 

relationship kept lukewarm . 

3. Peking and Taipei both uncompromising on grthodoxy issU ‘ 、

4. ROC maintaining relatively high stability. 

5 . PRC maintaining relatively high stability. 
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B. Mos t Probable Way for Unif ication (in 1st time-frame) 

Por the four possible ways of unification , the most 

probable way in the next five or ten years seems to be 

’ Unif ication through PRC pressure and "phased solution" ’ • 

1 셔hjle th is is shown a s the ’ most probable way , ’ i t is only 

conslder ed as such in comparison wi t h the other ways wi th in 

the fi ve-t o-ten year time-frame. In fac t , even this ’ most 

probable way ’ is unlikely t o become reality in this time-

f rame . 

If we look further ahead and extend our view into the 

second time-frame , i . e . roughly 1990 - 2000 , then we have 

ó some what different combination of most probable factor-

possibili ties . It is oF course a much more misty view , but 

we might try to see in this mist the likely shapes of things 

to come . 

c . M。 s t Probable Factor-possibilities (in 2nd time-frame) 

F、。r the six decisive factors , their most probable 

possibilities in the lastdecade of the 20th century seem 

to be the following: 

1 . PRC-USSR cold war on a high keY. due to the increased 

menace from Soviet expansionism. ROC -USSR mutual neglect. 

2 . PRC-US on the verge of formal all_i t3.!lc: e due to a 

shared apprehens ion of Soviet showridown . 
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3. p~k_ing and Taipel both compromising on orthodoxy issue . 

4. ROC ma intaining relatively high st ability. 

5 . pRC maintaining rela tively high stability . 

6. Sentiment of nationalism regaining its potency due 

。 re a"listic Ìlopes of peaceful unificat i on under favorable 

changes in PRC and ROC. 

D. Most Probable Way for Unificatlon (in 2nd time- frame) 

Under those circumstances , the most probable way for 

unification in the last decade of the 20th century seems to 

be ’Unification through mutual accommodation. ’ That is to 

say , PRC would be prepared to make many concessions , including 

important concessions on the orthodoxy issue , for the sake of 

bringing Taiwan into a unified China , which would greatly 

strengthen the national position in the confrontation against 

the formidable USSR . Taipei would have a natural ìnclìnatìon 

to continue to resist this unification; but it may eventually 

decide that , in the final analysis , PRC and ROC share the 

same destiny , that if ROC stands by the sideline , watching 

PRC being vanquished by USSR , it would soon be ROC ’ s turn 

to be vanquished also. So , Taipei may also make a decision 

in favor of peaceful unification. 

IX . CONCLUSION 

From the above analyses , we may draw a brief 라ld 

tentative general-conclusion: It is highly improbable that 

the unification of China can materialize in the next five 
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to ten years , but a peaceful unification is quite feasible 

in the last decade of the century. 

Besides the factors discussed above , another important 

~atter has played a vital role i n all these assessments: 

the future development of Soviet e xpansionism . It is assumed , 

in the analyses above , that Soviet expansionism will march 

o n in the coming years , in spite of the efforts of all other 

na t lons to contaln lt . It is assumed however that Moscow 

will not feel s trong enough to force a total showdown before 

the end of the 20th century . It would take another 

compl i cated s tudy to establish the validity of these tw。

assumptions on Soviet expansionism , which is a much broader 

issue t han the unification of China , so much broader that 

it is a ’ conditioning influence ’ 。 f the unification of China 

i n s tead of a factor for it. It may very well be that the 

a bove-stated two assumptions on Soviet expansionism do not 

have validity. In that case , our assessment of the most 

probable developments for China unification in the two time

frames would have to be re-assessed. 

- END -
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